RATIONALIZING THE ABORTION DEBATE: LEGAL RHETORIC AND THE ABORTION CONTROVERSY

ERWIN CHEMERINSKY*

Roe v. Wade is a unique decision in the 180 year history of judicial review. No other case, not even Brown v. Board of Education, caused such a loud and sustained public outcry. Even now, a decade after the decision, the abortion controversy shows no signs of abating. Political pressure remains strong for a constitutional amendment to end legalized abortion. Nor has the debate been confined to the political arena. There have been literally hundreds of law review articles about Roe v. Wade and its progeny. In fact, Roe v. Wade has been credited with touching off a renewed scholarly interest in the proper role of judicial review in a democracy. The United States Supreme Court's decision to protect a right nowhere stated or implied in the Constitution, invalidating laws existing in almost every state, has led to a reexamination of how the
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3. Resolutions proposing a constitutional amendment to ban abortions have been introduced into each session of Congress since Roe v. Wade. See, e.g., S.J. Res. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981). There is strong pressure, especially by religious groups, for such an amendment. F. Jaffe, B. Lindheim & P. Lee, ABDONION POLITICS 90 (1981).


5. Meeks, Symposium: Judicial Review v. Democracy, 42 OHIO ST. L.J. 1, 2 (1981) ("I believe the current interest in judicial review can be traced rather directly to Roe v. Wade.").

6. "Roe invalidated every abortion statute then in effect in the United States, and, in practical effect, legalized abortion on demand in this country." Moore, MORAL SENTIMENTS IN JUDICIAL OPINIONS ON ABORTION, 15 SANTA CLARA LAW. 691, 633 (1975).
Court should go about its task of interpreting the Constitution. 7

Unfortunately, absent from all of this discussion is the simple realization that the Court had to make a decision. 8 Whether restrictive abortion laws were to be sustained or struck down, inescapably some conclusion based on the Constitution had to be reached. Logically then, an analysis of Roe v. Wade, and its implications for modes of constitutional interpretation, must begin with a consideration of the limited number of approaches potentially available to the Court. Only by recognizing that the options for dealing with the abortion issue are limited, and by considering the assumptions and implications of each, can one come to any conclusions about the wisdom or appropriateness of the decision in Roe v. Wade. In section one of this Article, therefore, five possible approaches to the abortion issue are detailed and analyzed.

Understanding why the Court chose the approach that it did requires the further realization that not every one of these alternatives could have been adopted by the Supreme Court. The obligation to write an opinion justifying its conclusion as being principled, not arbitrary, and consistent with precedent, substantially limited the Court in deciding this issue. Section two of this Article examines the often overlooked constraint imposed on the Court because of its need to publicly explain its decision and argues that Roe v. Wade is understandable in light of this rhetorical constraint.

The question in thinking about the ruling in Roe v. Wade, therefore, is whether there was an alternate explanation for the decision that would have been superior to that given by the Court.

---

7. See, e.g., J. Choper, Judicial Review and the National Political Process (1980); J. Ely, Democracy and Distrust (1980); Meeks, supra note 5.

8. Some commentators have suggested that the Court could have avoided the question of whether states may prohibit abortions by dismissing Roe v. Wade on justiciability grounds. See, e.g., Epstein, Substantial Due Process by Any Other Name: The Abortion Cases, 1973 Sup. Ct. Rev. 159, 160-67. But this approach only postpones the issue until a justiciable case raising the abortion issue reaches the Court. The Court would then have to decide the question. If no such case could ever exist (a possibility if the Court would dismiss any case as moot if the plaintiff were no longer pregnant by the time the case reached the Supreme Court), the Court would be making an implicit decision to defer to the legislative process. See Bickel, The Passive Virtues, 75 Harv. L. Rev. 40, 48-51 (1961) (defending the Supreme Court's use of justiciability doctrines to avoid constitutional decisions); Gunther, The Subtle Vices of the Passive Virtues, 64 Colum. L. Rev. 1, 3 (1964). Such deference to the legislative process, either directly on the merits or indirectly through justiciability, is difficult to justify. See infra text accompanying notes 45-58 and 159-88.
Section three attempts to provide and defend such an alternative: regarding abortion as a private moral judgment. A key advantage to this alternative is that it would provide a principled way to deal with other aspects of the abortion controversy, as is explained in the final section of this Article.

The abortion debate has become an area of impasse, not argument. There are two sides, labeling themselves as “pro-life” and “pro-choice,” each righteously fighting for their convictions. But “most of the armament consists of the repetition of the original intuition, suitably disguised as neutral argument.” Rationalizing the abortion debate requires a comparative analysis of the options and an examination of what approaches were realistically possible for the Court to adopt.

I. Abortion and the Constitution: Analyzing the Options

Prior to the Supreme Court’s decision in Roe v. Wade, abortion was illegal in forty-six states. Fourteen states had laws similar to the provisions of the Model Penal Code, allowing abortion if necessary to protect a pregnant woman’s life or health, if a fetus would be born with a “grave physical or mental defect,” or if pregnancy resulted from rape or incest. Thirty-two states prohibited abortion except when necessary to save the woman’s life. The political realities were such that it was highly unlikely that state legislatures would repeal these laws. This fact, together with the Supreme Court’s earlier decisions invalidating state statutes restricting the use of contraceptives, made it inevitable that re-

11. A list of these fourteen state statutes is found in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at 140 n.37.
14. In part, the intensity and political power of supporters of restrictive abortion laws created “unusual legislative rigidity” and made reforms unlikely. L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 929 (1978). In part, too, because abortion was available to the relatively wealthy, there was much less pressure for repeal of restrictive laws. Id at 930.
15. See, e.g., Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). While Roe v. Wade was
form efforts would turn to the federal courts.16

There were five possible approaches the Supreme Court could have taken in deciding the constitutionality of statutes prohibiting abortion. First, the Court could have upheld the laws, holding that under the Constitution, human life begins at or near conception, and therefore fetuses are persons protected by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments' guarantees of equal protection of the laws. Alternatively, the Court could have refused substantive review of the laws, concluding that the issue of abortions should be decided by democratically accountable state legislatures. Third, the Court could have declared the restrictive laws unconstitutional as a denial of equal protection on the ground that they operate to discriminate against indigent women who, unlike the more wealthy, cannot afford to travel to areas where abortions are legal or pay for safe illegal abortions. Fourth, the Court could have held that a woman's right of privacy includes the right to determine whether to terminate her pregnancy and that the state does not have a compelling interest sufficient to justify interfering with this privacy right until the fetus reaches viability. Finally, the Court could have held that the absence of social or legal consensus as to when human life begins requires that the legitimacy of abortion should be regarded under the Constitution as a private moral judgment which the government may not control.

Each of these approaches rests on assumptions which are difficult to justify, and each has implications which are hard to accept. As John Hart Ely observed, "[a]bortion is too much like infanticide on the one hand, and too much like conception on the other, to leave one comfortable with any answer." A search for an answer must begin by analyzing the assumptions and implications of each approach.

A. Approach 1: The Fetus is a Human Person

Had the Court chosen to uphold state laws prohibiting abortion on the grounds that the fetus is a live human being and, as such, a person protected by the Constitution, it would have had to premise its decision on a definition of "human life" and "persons" that includes fetuses during early pregnancy. The most likely definition is conception, recognizing the moment of fertilization as the beginnings of human existence. This is the position of the Catholic Church and the standard contained in many of the proposed constitutional amendments which have been introduced in Congress to overturn Roe v. Wade. Alternatively, the Court under this approach could define life as beginning with the zygote's implantation into the uterine wall which occurs six or seven days after fertilization. Or the Court could conclude, as the West Ger-

19. Noonan, An Almost Absolute Value in History, in The Morality of Abortion 57 (J. Noonan ed. 1970) ("at conception the new being receives the genetic code. It is this genetic information which determines his characteristics, which is the biological carrier of the possibility of human wisdom, which makes him a self-evolving being. A being with a human genetic code, is a man."). But see Abortion: New Directions for Policy Studies 170 (E. Manier, W. Liu & D. Solomon eds. 1977).
21. See, e.g., H.R.J. Res. 504, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1982) (proposing to amend the Constitution to establish legislative authority in Congress and the states to regulate abortion); H.R.J. Res. 872, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976) (proposing that the Constitution be amended to state "with respect to the right to life, the word 'person' as used in this article and in the fifth and fourteenth Articles of Amendment ... applies to all human beings irrespective of age, health, function or condition of dependency, including their unborn offspring at every stage of their biological development.") See also, H.R.J. Res. 796, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976); S.J. Res. 119, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1973).
man Constitutional Court recently ruled, that human life begins on the fourteenth day after conception when individualization occurs.\textsuperscript{23} Any of these three definitions of when human life begins could be used by the Court to hold that the fetus is a person during almost the entire first trimester of pregnancy.

A Supreme Court decision declaring that life begins at conception would be based on the assumption that there is some basis for concluding that under the Constitution, life starts at conception, or shortly thereafter. There are many different points at which it can be argued that human life begins.\textsuperscript{24} In addition to conception, implantation, and individualization, alternate definitions of the initial point of life include quickening—the first movement of the fetus felt by the woman, viability—the point at which the fetus is able to live outside the mother's womb, and even birth.\textsuperscript{25} A Supreme Court holding that fetuses are human lives during the first weeks of pregnancy must defend selecting one of the first three definitions and not one of the latter group.\textsuperscript{26}

If the Court decides that human life starts at or near conception, then all state laws allowing abortion, other than to save the life of the mother, are unconstitutional. Once it is determined that the fetus is a person, then laws which allow for its destruction deny the fetus equal protection in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{27} If personhood begins at conception, then the state may not discriminate against persons who are fetuses by offering them less

\textsuperscript{23} Krommes, Abortion and the Constitution: The Cases of the United States and West Germany, in Abortion: New Directions for Policy Studies 94 (E. Manier, W. Liu, & D. Solomon eds. 1977). The West German Constitutional Court determined that “[l]ife in the sense of the historical existence of a human individual exists according to a definite biological-physiological knowledge in any case from the 14th day after conception.” On the basis of this determination, the Court held that all abortions were unconstitutional. See infra note 30 and text accompanying notes 27-30. The West Germany Court's decision is reprinted in English in Gorby and Jonas, West Germany Abortion Decision: A Contrast to Roe v. Wade, 9 J. MAR. J. PRAC. & PROC. 551 (1976).

\textsuperscript{24} Englehardt, The Ontology of Abortion, 84 Ethics 217, 228-32 (1974).

\textsuperscript{25} Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at 132, 160. The Court in Roe discusses each of these possible starting points for the beginning of human life at some length. Ultimately, however, the Court concludes that there is no scientific, religious, or legal basis for choosing any one of these definitions over the others. Id. at 159.

\textsuperscript{26} For a discussion of the problems with justifying such a definition see infra text accompanying notes 156-62.

protection than other individuals in society. Thus, not only would statutes which permitted abortion on demand be unconstitutional, but even restrictive statutes based on the Model Penal Code (allowing abortions in case of rape or incest), would be impermissible. If the fetus is a person, there is no basis for discriminating against those conceived during rape or incest. Simply put, by defining life as beginning at conception, the Court would be compelled to require that all abortions be prohibited, unless the mother’s life is in danger.

Furthermore, once it is assumed that the fetus is a person, then there is no legal basis for punishing abortion differently than homicide. Traditionally, the penalties for criminal abortion in states prohibiting abortion were significantly less than the maximum penalties for murder. But “[i]f the fetus is a person, may the penalties be different?” Does not such a difference deny the fetus equal protection of the laws? Finally, if the Court defines life

28.  L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 929. Some have challenged this contention arguing that “[t]here is no reason to suppose that the performance of an abortion by a private physician must constitute state action under the Constitution.” Epstein, supra note 8, at 179. This argument misses the point because the state laws which do not punish abortion as homicide would be declared unconstitutional as a denial of equal protection to those persons who are fetuses. It is well established that state laws permitting discrimination constitute state action. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369 (1967); Burton v. Wilmington Parking Auth., 365 U.S. 715 (1961).


30.  This is precisely what the West German Federal Constitutional Court held after defining individualization as the beginning of human life. See supra note 23. West Germany’s law originally provided that a woman who destroyed her fetus, or permitted it to be destroyed, would be punished by imprisonment. The Parliament repealed these criminal sanctions against abortion and permitted abortion during the first twelve weeks of pregnancy by a licensed physician, but on February 25, 1975, the High Court invalidated the Abortion Reform Act. The Court concluded that “abortion is an act of killing that the law is obligated to condemn,” and directed Parliament to reestablish abortion as a crime under the Penal Code. 39 B. Vere. G. 1-95 (1975); reprinted in English in Gorby and Jonas, supra note 23; see also Kommers, supra note 23. The dissenters on the West Germany Court did not disagree with the majority’s conclusion that abortion was unconstitutional. Rather, the dissenters criticized the majority for ignoring principles of judicial review by substituting its judgment for the legislature’s. The dissenters maintained that the “question is a matter of legislative responsibility.” Gorby and Jonas, supra note 23, at 551. This, of course, is exactly the basis for the dissent in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at 171-78.


32.  See, e.g., N.J. Rev. Stat. § 2A:87-1 (1953) punishing abortions as a “high misdemeanor” with a maximum penalty of seven years in prison.

as beginning at conception, then birth control methods such as the intrauterine device and the "morning after pill" would also be homicide since they act after fertilization and thus kill human lives.\(^\text{34}\)

An additional implication of defining life as beginning at conception is that the state could enact laws discriminating against women because of its compelling interest in protecting life, and thus fetuses at every stage of their development. For example, scientific research has confirmed that alcohol and tobacco consumption by a pregnant woman harms the fetus.\(^\text{35}\) Because women rarely know that they are pregnant until at least a month or two after conception, only a total ban on alcohol and tobacco consumption by women during their fertile years can insure protection of fetuses. Though such laws would be discriminatory, there is no doubt that states have a compelling interest in protecting the life and health of persons within their jurisdiction.\(^\text{36}\) As Professor Richard Epstein explains:

Let it be accepted that the unborn child is a person (or even is to be treated like one), and it is clear beyond all question that abortion cases fall not within the general rule that protects the liberty of each person to do as he pleases but within the exception that governs the infliction of harm to others.\(^\text{37}\)

In fact, a state's failure to enact measures of this sort to protect fetuses might in itself be challenged as a denial of equal protection.\(^\text{38}\)

\(^{34}\) Comment, The Morning Pill and other Pre-Implantation Birth Control Methods and the Law, 46 Or. L. Rev. 211 (1967).


\(^{36}\) Similarly, the state could bar women from working in environments that might endanger the health of the fetus. See Andrade, The Toxic Workplace: Title VII Protection for the Potentially Pregnant Person, 4 Harv. Women's L.J. 71 (1981); Williams, Firing the Woman to Protect the Fetus: The Reconciliation of Fetal Protection with Employment Opportunity under Title VII, 69 Geo. L.J. 641 (1981).

\(^{37}\) Epstein, supra note 8, at 171.

\(^{38}\) The argument that neglect by the state constitutes a denial of equal protection is developed in Michelman, The Supreme Court, 1968 Term—Foreword: On Protecting the Poor Through the Fourteenth Amendment, 83 Harv. L. Rev. 7 (1969); see also Wright, The Role of the Supreme Court in Democratic Society—Judicial Activism or Restraint, 54 Cornell L. Rev. 1,15 (1968) ("[The Court must protect minorities] not simply from governmental persecution but from governmental neglect as well.")
B. Approach 2: Deference to the Legislative Process

Many commentators have suggested that the Supreme Court should have left the abortion issue entirely to the political process. Under this approach, state legislatures would be allowed to proscribe or regulate abortions as they see fit.\textsuperscript{39} Texas' statute prohibiting abortions except to save the life of the mother would be constitutional,\textsuperscript{40} but so would New York's law, permitting abortion on demand during early pregnancy.\textsuperscript{41} Advocates of this approach believe that it was inappropriate for the Court to create an additional zone of individual autonomy.\textsuperscript{42}

If the Court were to adopt this approach it would need to justify why the abortion issue rests exclusively with the legislature, without any substantive judicial review. The fact that popularly elected state legislatures adopted laws prohibiting abortion does not, by itself, make it inappropriate for the Court to review the constitutionality of the statutes. The position that in a democracy courts should always accept legislative choices, is intellectually defensible,\textsuperscript{43} but contrary to two hundred years of American history. Ever since John Marshall declared that "[i]t is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is,"\textsuperscript{44} judicial review of legislative choices has been part of this country's democracy. The Court could not uphold state authority to regulate abortion on the ground that courts may never overturn legislative choices.

Instead, deference to the legislature must be defended on the assumption that a woman's right to an abortion is not protected by the Constitution. This position in turn, assumes that the right to an abortion can be distinguished from other rights which the Court

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{39} See, e.g., Henken, Privacy and Autonomy, 74 COLUM. L. REV. 1410, 1427 (1974).
  \item \textsuperscript{40} TEXAS PENAL CODE ANN. §§ 1191-94, 1196 (Vernon 1925), represented in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at 117-18 n.1.
  \item \textsuperscript{41} N.Y. PENAL CODE § 125.05 (McKinney Supp. 1972-73).
  \item \textsuperscript{42} Ely, supra note 17, at 943.
  \item \textsuperscript{44} Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 177 (1803).
\end{itemize}
has protected. There are only two possible ways to distinguish this alleged right from other rights. One would be to hold that in cases protecting individual liberties the Court was safeguarding a right enumerated in the text of the Constitution or clearly intended by the framers. Abortion, by contrast, is nowhere mentioned in the text and certainly the drafters did not intend to protect a constitutional right to abort. Alternatively, the Court could rule that while it may protect rights not mentioned in the Constitution, it may only do so if the right is "fundamental." Abortion, the argument would go, is not such a fundamental right. Neither of these assumptions is easily justified in light of numerous Supreme Court cases protecting similar rights, no more important, nor more clearly stated or implied in the Constitution, such as the right to contraceptives, the right to procreate, the right to family autonomy, and so on. Yet unless the Court could justify one of these assumptions, the matter could not be left to the legislature.

Furthermore, if the Court were to decide that the abortion issue should be left to state legislatures on the basis of one of the aforementioned assumptions, then one implication is that the Court must also allow the states to regulate and even ban contraceptives. The Constitution is just as silent about privacy and the right to use contraceptives as it is about abortion. As Yale Professor Charles Black explains: "[N]othing in the Constitution said . . . that the state might not make contraception a crime . . . . [M]any believed that no provision or set of provisions written in

45. The impossibility of distinguishing the right of abortion is discussed infra in the text accompanying notes 184-88.
46. This approach to judicial review, that the Court should follow the literal language of the Constitution or the framers' intent, is often referred to as "interpretivism." See, J. Ely, DEMOCRACY AND DISTRUST (1980); Perry, Abortion, the Public Morals, and the Police Power: the Ethical Function of Substantive Due Process, 23 U.C.L.A. L. Rev. 689, 709 (1976).
47. Ely, supra note 17, at 939. ("The Constitution has little to say about contract, less about abortion, and those who would speculate about which the framers would have been more likely to protect may not be pleased with the answer.").
53. See infra text accompanying notes 159-88.
the Constitution could by any far-reaching process of 'interpretation' be thought to refer to contraception.\textsuperscript{54} In fact, laws prohibiting the sale of contraceptives and statutes forbidding abortion were struck down based on the same non-interpretivist premise: that the right of privacy includes "the decision whether to bear or beget a child."\textsuperscript{55} Consequently, if the Court takes the position that it must defer to the legislatures on abortions because it is not a right contained or implied in the Constitution's text, then it must also overrule the decisions invalidating restrictions on contraceptives and defer to the legislatures on that subject as well.\textsuperscript{56}

Finally, if the Court grants the legislatures authority to permit or prohibit abortions, it must also allow the legislatures to enact laws requiring abortions. It is conceivable that a state might someday choose to compel pregnant women to undergo amniocentesis and abort defective children.\textsuperscript{57} If the Court may only protect rights stated in the Constitution, leaving all else to the political process, then it would be powerless to halt mandatory abortion.\textsuperscript{58}

C. **Approach 3: Equal Protection**

It has long been recognized that restrictive abortion laws operate to discriminate against indigent women.\textsuperscript{59} The relatively wealthy can persuade a friendly doctor to perform the minor surgi-


\textsuperscript{56} Ely argues that Griswold can be justified because the framers intended to protect a privacy that can be reasonably interpreted to include the marital bedroom. Ely, supra note 17, at 929 n.68. At most, this would allow the Court to strike down statutes forbidding the use of contraceptives. States still could prohibit the sale and distribution of contraceptives; regulations which the Court struck down in Eisenstadt and Carey v. Population Servs. Int'l, 431 U.S. 678 (1977).

\textsuperscript{57} Byrn, supra note 18, at 858 n.306; Destro, Abortion and the Constitution: The Need for a Life-Protective Amendment, 63 CALIF. L. Rev. 1250, 1329 (1975) ("Therefore, it does not seem unreasonable to predict that, under certain conditions, the state might very well be in a position to demand that a woman be aborted as a 'lesser' sacrifice in order to prevent her bringing 'deficient' children into the world.").

\textsuperscript{58} Such an implication, that states could even compel abortions, also would flow from the proposed constitutional amendment which has been introduced into Congress to leave abortion regulations entirely to state legislatures. See H.R. Res. 261, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975) ("Nothing in this Constitution shall bar any State or territory or the District of Columbia . . . from allowing, regulating, or prohibiting the practice of abortion.").

\textsuperscript{59} Worsnop, Abortion Law Reform in EDITORIAL RESEARCH REP. 543 (1970).
cal procedure or can afford to travel to one of the states that allows abortion on demand. Even when abortion was illegal in all states, wealthier women still had access to abortion by travelling to foreign countries which allowed abortion. For example, between 1968, when Great Britain liberalized its abortion laws, and 1970, when New York repealed its criminal ban, making legal abortions available in the United States, it is estimated that 5,000 abortions a year were performed on American women in Great Britain.

Poor women desiring an abortion and unable to afford the costs of travel to say nothing of paying for the procedure itself, face a cruel dilemma. On the one hand, they can carry the pregnancy to term and give birth to an unwanted child they cannot afford. Alternatively, they can "subject themselves to the notorious 'back-street' abortion . . . fraught with the myriad possibilities of mutilation, infection, sterility and death." Prior to Roe v. Wade, all too many women made the latter choice and faced exactly those consequences. It is estimated that prior to 1973, one million illegal abortions were performed each year in the United States. Though white women were as likely to have illegal abortions, the death rate from illegal abortions was far higher among minority women. For example, one study indicated that in New York City there were 0.8 abortion deaths for every 10,000 live births by white women. Among black women there were 7.1 abortion deaths per 10,000 births and for Puerto Rican women the figures were 4.5 deaths for every 10,000 births. Altogether, it has been estimated that perhaps as many as 8,000 women a year were killed in criminal abortions, and these figures do not even speak of the injuries and ill-

61. Worsnop, supra note 59, at 553. Since more than 60% of the world's population lives in countries where abortion is legal during the first trimester, [Liu, Abortion and the Social System, in Abortion: New Directions for Policy Studies 144 (E. Manier, W. Liu. & D. Solomon eds. 1977)], it is inevitable that rich women will have access to safe abortions while indigent women will not.
62. Worsnop, supra note 59, at 553.
64. Worsnop, supra note 59, at 554; Guttmacher, supra note 60, at 420. But see Louisell & Noonan, supra note 27, at 241-42 (disputing the one million figure).
65. Guttmacher, supra note 60, at 421.
nesses caused by illegal abortions, to say nothing of women permanently sterilized.67 That these deaths and injuries are a result solely of illegality is indicated by the fact that there has been a 40% decrease in abortion-related deaths since Roe v. Wade.68

Arguably the women who “suffer most from prohibitions on abortion are likely to be the same women who have suffered most from other sorts of discrimination or injustice: . . . poor women and women who want to pursue careers outside the home.”69 Such women can easily be characterized to constitute a “discrete and insular minority” who cannot rely on the “operation of the political processes” and deserve special protection from the courts.70 Prior to Roe v. Wade, well-funded, politically powerful groups opposing legalized abortion, possessing far more influence than the disadvantaged poor women, insured that restrictive laws would stay on the books.71

Thus, the Court could find state laws forbidding abortion unconstitutional as a denial of equal protection. A class lacking political access, poor women, is disadvantaged and harmed, while others, notably middle-class and wealthy women, can avoid the burdens of the laws.72 This approach to the abortion issue makes two assumptions: that poverty can be a suspect classification and that the state does not have a compelling interest in protecting the fetus. Unfortunately, neither of these assumptions is easily


[O]ne may ask whether democratic theory really requires deference to majoritarian outcomes whose victims are prisoners, inmates of mental institutions, and ghetto dwellers. Unlike the numerical minorities that the courts protected under the barrier of economic due process, these have no alternative access to the levers of power in the system.

72. Guttman, supra note 60, at 420-21 (“illegal abortion is a horribly discriminatory process . . . . [A] fat pocketbook will buy a safe abortion and . . . an empty pocketbook means either one has to do it herself or one has to go to some para-medical person who is ill-equipped to perform an abortion”).
defended.

The Burger Court has consistently rejected the argument that laws which have the effect of discriminating against the poor should be "strictly scrutinized."73 In Dandridge v. Williams74 the Court reviewed a Maryland welfare statute which set an upper limit on the total amount of benefits any family could receive, regardless of its size. The effect was that children born to families over a certain size would receive no assistance. The Court held that there was no basis for using any form of strict scrutiny, concluding that the Maryland law constituted "economic and social welfare" legislation which was sustained under a rational basis test.76 Likewise, the Court has upheld state laws which burden poor people by restricting their access to the judicial process77 and by allowing for their eviction from dwellings in summary proceedings.77

In San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez78 the Supreme Court explicitly rejected the contention that laws which burden poor people must be justified by a compelling state interest. In Rodriguez the plaintiffs challenged Texas' system of financing public schools largely through the property tax, which enabled wealthy school districts to tax at a low rate and spend a great deal on education, whereas poor districts taxing at high rates still had little revenue for schools. The Court held that allocation

---

73. Until recently equal protection analysis involved a two-tier test. Suspect classifications, such as race, and classifications burdening fundamental rights, such as travel, are strictly scrutinized; that is, they must be justified by a compelling state purpose. See J. Nowak, R. Rotunda & J. Young, Constitutional Law 524 (1978). By contrast, classifications which are employed in economic and general social welfare legislation will be upheld so long as "they arguably relate to a legitimate function of government." Id. See generally Gunther, Foreward: In Search of Evolving Doctrin on a Changing Court: A Model For a Newer Equal Protection, 86 Harv. L. Rev. 1 (1972). A third type of review referred to as "intermediate scrutiny," reflecting something more than a rational basis test and something less than strict scrutiny, has been used by the Court in some sex discrimination cases. See, e.g., Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 (1976); L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 1065-66. See also Perry, Modern Equal Protection: A Conceptualization and an Appraisal, 79 Colum. L. Rev. 1023, 1054 (1979).


75. Id. at 485.


77. See Lindsey v. Normet, 405 U.S. 56 (1972) (upholding an Oregon statute permitting landlords to bring an expedited action for possession).

of educational opportunities based on the wealth of the district in which a child resided did not violate equal protection: there was no basis for strict scrutiny merely because the law burdened poor people in the allocation of benefits which could not be considered to be a fundamental constitutional right. 79 Thus, the Court has never recognized poverty that constitutes a suspect classification. It would, therefore, be difficult to justify striking down abortion laws on the grounds that they discriminate against poor women.

Furthermore, even if the Court strictly scrutinized restrictive abortion laws, it would have to sustain those laws if a compelling state interest could be identified. 80 Protecting the fetus would be such an interest, unless the Court were also to hold that the state could not regard the fetus as a person. If the fetus may be considered a human life, then legislative protection is especially appropriate under the equal protection clause since fetuses are the ultimate insular minority. As John Hart Ely observed: “I’m not sure I’d know a discrete and insular minority if I saw one, but confronted with a multiple choice question requiring me to designate a) women or b) fetuses as one, I’d expect no credit for the former answer.” 81

Simply put, determining that abortion laws operate to discriminate against poor women cannot be dispositive in ascertaining their constitutional validity. There also must be a determination that the state does not have a legitimate interest in protecting fetuses. Another difficulty with this third equal protection approach therefore, is that it does not provide any basis for deciding whether or not fetuses are persons which states may protect.

Moreover, does this approach mean that any criminal statute which burdens the poor more than the rich denies equal protection? 82 If the argument is that wealthy women can get safe illegal abortions while poor women cannot, shouldn’t the inequality be eliminated by attempting to restrict the access of the wealthy? States could enact stricter penalties against doctors who perform illegal abortions or could criminalize leaving the state to obtain an

79. Id. at 28.
80. See, e.g., Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944) (sustaining a law despite use of strict scrutiny because of the existence of a “compelling interest”).
81. Ely, supra note 17, at 935.
82. As Ely puts it, it is a strange argument for the unconstitutionality of a law that those who endure it suffer. Id. at 923 n.26.
abortion. In other words, achieving equality does not necessitate legalizing abortion; the state could try to make it equally difficult for rich and poor to get illegal abortions. If there is not substantive objection to abortion laws, the equal protection approach will not necessarily lead to legalization.  

D. Approach 4: Privacy—Roe v. Wade

The approach chosen by the Court in Roe v. Wade held that a woman's right of privacy includes the right to terminate a pregnancy. This fundamental right may not be infringed by the government absent a compelling state interest. The state does not have such an interest until the fetus reaches viability.

Justice Blackmun, writing for a 7-2 majority, authored the opinion in Roe v. Wade. He began by acknowledging "the sensitive and emotional nature of the abortion controversy" and the Court's obligation "to resolve the issue by constitutional measurements free of emotion and of predilection." After holding that the case was justiciable, Justice Blackmun engaged in a detailed review of the history of abortion laws, concluding that "The restrictive criminal abortion laws in effect in a majority of States today . . . are not of ancient or even of common-law origin. Instead, they derive from statutory changes effected, for the most part, in the latter half of the 19th century." The primary purpose of the abortion laws was not to save potential lives, but to protect the pregnant woman's health, an interest that "has largely disappeared."

Justice Blackmun then examined restrictive abortion laws in light of the constitutionally protected right of privacy. Although the right of privacy was first explicitly recognized in Griswold v.

83. The Equal Protection approach, however, can supplant other approaches by indicating a major undesirable feature of restrictive statutes: discrimination against poor women.
84. 410 U.S. at 116.
85. Id. at 120-29; see generally supra note 8.
86. 410 U.S. at 129. Justice Blackmun noted that at common law "abortion performed before 'quickening' — the first recognizable movement of the fetus in utero, appearing usually from the sixteenth to the eighteenth week of pregnancy — was not an indictable offense" and that it is "doubtful that abortion was ever firmly established as a common law crime even with respect to the destruction of a quick fetus." Id. at 135-36.
87. Id. at 151.
88. Id. at 149.
Connecticut, where the Court declared unconstitutional a state statute forbidding use of contraceptives, the Court noted that a number of earlier cases protected personal autonomy in family matters. The physical and psychological burdens of pregnancy are so great that the Court concluded that the "right of privacy, whether it be founded in the Fourteenth Amendment's concept of personal liberty . . . or . . . in the Ninth Amendment's reservation of rights to the people, is broad enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy."

While recognizing that the "right of personal privacy . . . is not unqualified and must be considered against important state interests in regulation," the Court held that the state lacked a sufficient interest to justify banning abortions until the fetus reaches viability. During the first trimester of pregnancy the abortion decision and its effectuation must be left to the medical judgment of the pregnant woman's attending physician. The state may not proscribe or regulate abortions during this period. After the first trimester and until the fetus reaches viability, the state may adopt regulations to protect the pregnant woman's health, but it may not prohibit abortion.

The Court concluded that the state only has a compelling interest in prohibiting abortion after the fetus reaches viability:

With respect to the State's important and legitimate interest in potential life, the "compelling" point is at viability. This is so because the fetus then presumably has the capability of meaningful life outside the mother's womb. State regulation protective of fetal life after viability thus has both logical and biological justifications. If the State is interested in protecting fetal life after viability, it may so far as to proscribe abortion during that period, except when it is necessary to preserve the life or health of the mother.

Thus, the Court held that a woman's right to terminate her pregnancy is such that the state may not prohibit abortion until the

89. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).
91. 410 U.S. at 153.
92. Id. at 164.
93. Id. at 163.
94. Id.
95. Id. at 164.
96. Id. at 163.
97. Id. at 163-64.
fetus reaches viability.

This approach is based on the unstated assumption that human life does not begin until viability. Though the Court says that it "need not resolve the difficult question of when life begins," it does just that by concluding that the state's interest in the fetus does not become compelling until the fetus reaches viability and is able to survive outside the womb. Holding that a woman has a fundamental right to privacy does not decide the abortion question because it "does not preclude the possibility that the state's interest in preserving the fetus might override the woman's claim." If the fetus is regarded as a human life then the state has a legitimate interest in its protection even if such protection would infringe upon a woman's right to privacy. Society does not allow parents to kill infants even though infants are a burden and an infringement of privacy. Thus, only by assuming that the fetus is not a human person until viability can the Court justify allowing abortions prior to viability based on a privacy rationale. Professor Richard Epstein notes: "The Justice simply cannot strike the balance for the first trimester unless he has some theory of life of his own which shows there is no 'compelling' interest of the unborn child."

The Court tries to avoid confronting its tacit choice that life does not begin until viability by concluding that the fetus is not a "person" within the Constitution, but that the state's interest in potential life becomes compelling at the point of viability. It attempts to justify this conclusion by looking to the intent of the constitutional provisions using the term "person." But such an analysis is, at the very least, disingenuous. Why should the intent of the Constitution be controlling in deciding whether "persons" includes fetuses, if intent is not controlling in deciding whether the Constitution intended to protect a right to abortions? The Court

98. Id. at 159.
100. Many commentators have criticized the Court for simply assuming that the fetus is not deserving of protection without explaining the basis for this premise. See, e.g., L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 927; Regan, supra note 69, at 75.
102. Epstein, supra note 8, at 182.
103. Id. at 183.
104. Id. at 158.
105. Ely, supra note 17, at 926.
then claims that state protection of the fetus after viability has both logical and biological justification since the fetus is then capable of meaningful life outside the womb. This is an implicit choice that personhood begins at that point and not sooner. As noted earlier, there are many competing standards for when human life starts: conception, implantation, individualization, viability, or birth. The Court does not explain why, of these standards, only viability, the capacity for life outside the womb, provides a logically and biologically justifiable point at which the state’s interest becomes compelling.

An implication of the determination that the state’s interest in the fetus becomes compelling at viability is that medical progress may virtually eliminate all abortions. Scientific advances might make a fetus viable at an early stage of pregnancy. If technology is available to enable the fetus to survive outside the womb after the first month or six weeks of pregnancy, then no abortions would be allowed after that time. The result would be an almost total ban on abortions.

One effect of the Court’s decision that a woman’s right of privacy allows her to have an abortion is that no one else, however much interested in the pregnancy, may have a say in her decision. Privacy is a personal right. Statutes which allow others to veto an abortion would infringe on the protected right. Thus, in Planned Parenthood of Central Missouri v. Danforth, the Court, though conceding that the husband has a legitimate interest in his wife’s pregnancy and in the fetus, held that “since the State cannot regulate or proscribe abortion during the first stage, when the physician and his patient make that decision, the State cannot delegate authority to any particular person, even the spouse, to prevent abortion during that period.” In fact, the Court has even

106. Id. at 924-25.
107. See supra text accompanying notes 24-26.
111. Id. at 69. Justice Stewart in a concurring opinion wrote that he found the issue of whether husbands can veto abortions to be “a rather more difficult problem than the Court acknowledges.” Id. at 90. He, however, agreed with the Court: “Since it is the woman who physically bears the child and who is the more directly and immediately affected by the pregnancy . . . the balance weighs in her favor.” Id.
held that despite the constitutionally protected right of parents to control the upbringing of their children,112 parents may not exercise an absolute veto over their minor daughter’s right to an abortion.113

E. Approach 5: Abortion as a Private Moral Judgment

This approach is premised on the fact that there is no legal,114 social,115 or religious116 consensus as to when life begins.117 While everyone in society agrees that a two day old infant is a person, such agreement simply does not exist as to a two week old fetus. The Court could conclude that because it is equally defensible to consider a fetus a human life or not, the question of abortion’s legitimacy should be left to each woman to decide on the basis of the Constitutional right to privacy.118 Those women who believe that life begins at conception would never seek abortions. Other women, choosing different starting points for human life, would be able to obtain safe, legal abortions. The entire matter would be viewed as a moral question to be left to the individual.119


116. F. JAFFE, B. LINDHELM, & P. LEE, ABORTION POLITICS: PRIVATE MORALITY AND PUBLIC POLICY 87 (1981) (“Organized religious groups hold radically different theological beliefs about the morality of abortion and the circumstances, if any, under which it is permissible.”).


118. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at 159.


Whatever one may think of the morality of abortion, it cannot be established that it poses a clear and present danger to the common good. Thus, society does not have the right to decisively interpose itself between a woman and an abortion she wants. It can only intervene where it can be shown that some of its own interest are at stake qua society . . . . [A]bortion decisions should be private decisions.

Id. at 493.
In part, the issue should be regarded as a private moral judgment because it inevitably is one. Society can do nothing to stop a woman determined to have an abortion from getting one. Instances of self-induced abortions by the most primitive means are well known and reflect the fact that so long as the fetus is in a woman’s body there is ultimately nothing society can do to stop her from removing it. In this sense, laws restricting abortion are like those prohibiting suicide. Both are totally unenforceable because they prevent a person from inflicting harm to one’s own body, something society can never stop absent constant monitoring of every individual’s conduct.

Not only is abortion inevitably a private moral judgment, society should regard it as one. A ban on abortions is, in effect, a state requirement that women carry pregnancies to term. The state is compelling the woman to use her body as an incubator. It is “difficult to imagine a clearer case of bodily intrusion.” Thus, in the absence of any consensus as to when life begins, society should not force women to endure the physical and psychological burdens of pregnancy, or choose between an unwanted child or an unsafe abortion. Instead, society should allow each woman to make the choice as to whether to bear a child. This would not represent a social decision in favor of abortions, but rather a decision to leave the matter to the pregnant woman.

Such an approach makes the assumption that the political process may not choose a definition of when life begins if many disagree with that definition. Undoubtedly society adopts many laws which are unpopular. Does the absence of a social consensus combined with the fact that such statutes impose burdens make the laws unconstitutional? Consider, for example, laws requiring conscription. Some believe that all conscription is immoral. Ultimately laws requiring conscription, like laws prohibiting abortion, are unenforceable because individuals who wish to avoid the laws can leave the country. Conscription places a tremendous burden on those drafted; it may even cost them their lives. While such argu-

120. See Regan, supra note 69, at 3.
121. L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 924.
122. Regan, supra note 69, at 23-25.
123. L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 933.
ments strongly support a volunteer army, they are hardly enough to enable the Court to declare all conscription unconstitutional. The point is that legislatures often make controversial moral judgments that burden individuals. One implication of a Court decision holding that abortion is a private moral judgment is, therefore, that the Court must explain why abortion is constitutionally an improper subject for a public moral judgment.

An additional implication of regarding abortions as a private moral judgment is that a pregnant woman would be able to remove the fetus from her body at any point during the pregnancy. Otherwise, the state would be forcing the woman to endure the burdens of pregnancy and be an incubator. The woman even could separate the fetus from her body during the third trimester.

The state, however, could require that the removal of the fetus be accomplished in the manner most likely to enable its survival. The state may also take whatever steps necessary to keep the fetus alive once outside the woman’s body and would care for a living fetus, at that point usually called a baby, as it would any unwanted infant. This approach is markedly different than that taken by the Court in Roe v. Wade because the state may not prohibit removal of a fetus at any stage of pregnancy, even after viability. The state, under this approach, may only act to keep the fetus alive.

This approach, like each of the other four alternatives, is in theory defensible, but difficult to justify and accept. Since none of the possible approaches to the abortion issue is unassailable, the inquiry must be whether the Court’s choice in Roe v. Wade is any more or less defensible than the other alternatives. Why from among the various options did the Court select the approach that it used? Ultimately, the answer to this question, the inability to rhetorically justify most of the alternatives, demonstrates both the

125. For example, Minnesota enacted a statute providing: “To the extent consistent with sound medical practice the abortion [must be] performed under the circumstances which will reasonably assure the live birth and survival of the fetus.” Minn. Stat. §§ 145-412, subd. 3 (3) (1974). See Hodgson v. Anderson, 378 F.Supp. 1008 (D. Minn. 1974), appeal dismissed, 420 U.S. 903 (1975). Such statutes are unconstitutional under Roe v. Wade to the extent that they limit abortions during the first two trimesters of pregnancy. See, e.g., Collauti v. Franklin, 439 U.S. 379 (1979); Planned Parenthood v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52, 85-86 (1976). In Roe, the Court determined that regulation of abortion during the second trimester could be justified only on the basis of the state’s compelling interest in the health of the mother. Therefore the abortion procedure could be regulated only in ways reasonably related to the health of the mother. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at 163.
strength and weakness of the Court's decision in *Roe v. Wade*.

II. **Understanding Roe v. Wade: Rhetorical Constraints on Supreme Court Decision-Making**

A. *The Requirements for a Written Opinion as a Limit on Judicial Decision-making*

There is a popular fiction, prevalent especially among law students, that the Supreme Court does whatever it wants in deciding cases. While, of course, the Court theoretically can reach any conclusion it chooses, there is a powerful limit on judicial decision-making: the requirement that the Court hand down a written opinion articulating reasons for its decision. Although neither the Constitution nor any statute compels the Court to write and publish opinions, publicly stated reasons for decision are embedded in the American legal system. In fact, it long has been recognized that the "traditional means of protecting the public from judicial fiat . . . [is] that judges give reasons for their results, and the consequent disqualification of certain types of reasons as nothing more than illegitimate statements of personal prejudice." As the philosopher John Dewey wrote over a half century ago:

> courts not only reached decisions; they expound them, and the exposition must state justifying reasons . . . . Exposition implies that a definitive solution is reached . . . . Its purpose is to set forth grounds for the decision reached so that it will not appear as an arbitrary dictum, and so that it will

---

126. It must be emphasized that the Court's total freedom to decide the cases in any way it wants exists only in theory. Many commentators have identified limits on judicial decision-making. See, e.g., Braden, *The Search for Objectivity in Constitutional Law*, 57 Yale L.J. 571, 574 (1948):

> [T]here are only 4 absolute limitations on their power. First, a possible constitutional issue must be brought before them . . . . A second absolute limitation is the probability of obedience. A majority of the Court will not follow a course of action which they believe will openly and literally be flaunted . . . . Thirdly, they will not follow a course of action which they believe will lead to a successful court-packing or similar plan aimed at them. Finally, they will not follow a course of action which they believe will lead to their impeachment."

*Id.* (emphasis in original).


indicate a rule for dealing with similar cases in the future. It is highly probable that the need of justifying to others conclusions reached and decisions made has been the chief cause of the origin and development of logical operations in the precise sense; of abstraction, generalization, regard for consistency of implications. It is quite conceivable that if no one ever had to account to others for his decisions, logical operations would never have developed, but men would use exclusively methods of inarticulate intuition and impression, feeling. 130

Thus, the rhetorical obligation to publicly explain a decision constrains what the Court may do: even if all judicial decisions are merely reflections of a judge’s hunches or personal predilections, 131 the judge nonetheless must justify those rulings as based on legal principles. 132 Courts may only come to those conclusions which can be justified in legally acceptable terms.

Specifically, the Supreme Court must write an opinion that demonstrates that its choice is not arbitrary, but instead is based on a legal principle and is consistent with precedents. 133 Each of these requirements is an independent limitation on judicial decision-making. First, and above all, the Court, through its opinion, must demonstrate that it has not made an arbitrary ruling. If there are a number of possible ways to deal with a legal problem, the Court must indicate that there is a rational reason for selecting one approach over the others. 134

Second, the Court must be able to present its decision as being justified by a legal principle. 135 That is, the Court must articulate a

130. DEWEY, LOGICAL METHOD AND LAW, 10 CORNELL L.Q. 17, 24 (1924). See also KARST, LEGISLATIVE FACTS IN CONSTITUTIONAL LITIGATION, 1960 SUP. CT. REV. 75, 75-76 ("unexplained decisions tend to substitute judicial fiat not only for the rule of a democratic majority but also for the rule of law").


133. Although this discussion deals only with Supreme Court adjudication in constitutional litigation, these same limits obviously apply to all judicial decisionmaking, regardless of the level of government or the issue.

134. R. WASSELMAN, supra note 132, at 96.

135. WECHSLER, TOWARD NEUTRAL PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, 73 HARV. L. REV. 1, 19 (1959). While many critics have suggested that "neutral" principles do not exist, see, e.g., Miller & Howel, THE MYTH OF NEUTRALITY IN CONSTITUTIONAL ADJUDICATION, 27 U. CHI. L. REV. 661 (1960); Mueller & Schwartz, THE PRINCIPLE OF NEUTRAL PRINCIPLES, 7 U.C.L.A. L.
rule of general applicability that determines the outcome of the case. In the areas of constitutional law, the Court has to announce a principle grounded in the Constitution which leads it to decide the case in a particular way.

Finally, the Court must come to a decision which either is consistent with precedent or which legitimately can be distinguished from past decisions or which justifies overruling conflicting cases. Our legal system is based on the "presumption that a controlling precedent should determine the decision in a given case unless there is a good reason for departing from it." The Court's decision-making is constrained by its need to either be consistent with precedent or justify overruling it. Some might suggest that this limitation is meaningless; that courts ignore precedents whenever they want. However, even a cursory examination of Supreme Court cases shows the tremendous power the doctrine of stare decisis yields. For example, consider the Slaughterhouse Cases of over a century ago. Why has the Court never reversed that decision's narrow interpretation of the "privileges or immunities" clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, which virtually writes that provision out of the Constitution? And why in so many instances does the Court redefine a precedent in a totally inaccurate manner rather than simply overrule it? Clearly, the answer is that the

Rev. 571 (1960), all commentators certainly agree that the Court should articulate a principle for its decision.


139. 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1873).

140. Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment provides that "no state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States." U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1.

141. L. TRIBE, supra note 14, at 423 ("The Slaughterhouse definition of national rights renders the fourteenth amendment's privileges or immunities clause technically superfluous"). As a result of the Slaughterhouse cases, the Court has not found a single right to be protected by the privileges or immunities clause. See Kurland, The Privileges or Immunities Clause: Its Hour Come Round at Last?, 1972 WASH. U. L. Q. 405, 414.

142. For example, consider Justice Douglas' majority opinion in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). In explaining the constitutional basis of the right of privacy, Justice Douglas states that Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), and Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925), are First Amendment cases. However, clearly both decisions were substantive due process cases based on the liberty of the due process clause and not even remotely based on the First Amendment. See Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. at 535; Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. at 399. In fact, they could not have been First Amendment
Court realizes that its legitimacy depends on creating at least the appearance of consistency with precedents.

The importance of these limits on judicial decision-making cannot be overstated. The primary difference between a court and a legislature is not that only a legislature makes value choices.\(^{148}\) Courts, too, cannot escape the need to make difficult choices among competing values.\(^{144}\) Rather, the central difference between the judiciary and the legislature is that only the former must justify its decision with a written opinion.\(^{145}\) A legislature is allowed, even expected, to make arbitrary choices, unsupported by a guiding principle. No one has ever suggested that Congress be obliged to follow stare decisis. A court, by contrast, must rhetorically justify every decision with a carefully constructed written explanation.

Furthermore, even if in theory courts could ignore this requirement for published opinions,\(^{146}\) judges recognize that the legitimacy of their decisions depends on the persuasiveness of the justifications given for the rulings.\(^{147}\) Especially in a highly controversial area, such as abortion, the Court's decision was limited to that which could be justified as being principled, consistent, and not arbitrary.

decisions since the First Amendment was not applied to the states until after Meyer and Pierce were decided. See Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652 (1925).


144. As Herbert Wechsler points out: "courts in constitutional determinations face issues . . . that [inescapably] . . . involve a choice among competing values or desires, a choice reflected in the legislative or executive action in question, which the court must either condemn or condone." Wechsler, supra note 135, at 15.

145. Id. at 15-16.

146. At times, the Court has handed down a series of opinions without explicit rationales. For example, during the 1950's the Supreme Court decided a number of desegregation cases with per curiam opinions. See, e.g., Gayle v. Browder, 352 U.S. 903 (1956) (segregation on buses in Montgomery, Alabama); Holmes v. City of Atlanta, 350 U.S. 879 (1955) (segregation on public golf courses); Mayor of Baltimore v. Dawson, 350 U.S. 877 (1955) (segregation in public bathing facilities). Similarly, during the 1960's the Court reversed over 30 obscenity convictions with per curiam opinions. G. Gunther, Constitutional Law: Cases and Materials 1351-52 (10th ed. 1980).

147. P. Brest, supra note 137, at 3; M. Shapiro, Law and Politics in the Supreme Court 26-31 (1964).
B. Rhetorical Limits and the Abortion Issue

These limits on Supreme Court decision-making help explain why Roe v. Wade was decided as it was. Many of the approaches to the abortion issue which the Court in theory could have taken, could not have been rhetorically justified.

For example, the first approach outlined above, the Court holding that life begins at conception, could not have been legitimized as a non-arbitrary choice. For the Court to declare that the fetus is a person protected by the Constitution, the Court would need to articulate a constitutional principle for concluding that human life begins at or near the time of fertilization. Yet, it is “equally reasonable either to assert or to deny that human life begins at conception.”\(^{148}\) There is no scientific or technical,\(^ {149}\) let alone constitutional basis, for declaring that the fetus is a person under the Constitution from the moment of conception.\(^ {150}\) The Court could not rhetorically justify why life constitutionally begins at that instant, and not at implantation, individualization, quickening, viability, or birth.\(^ {151}\)

Nor could the Court avoid defining when life begins if it was to choose this first approach. Some commentators have suggested that the Court could have just recognized that the fetus is a potential life and therefore justified constitutional protection beginning at conception.\(^ {152}\) But what makes a fetus a “potential” rather than an “actual” life? The answer must be that but for an abortion a


But much that we associate with the value of human life is not present at earliest stages. There is no feeling or thought of which we know. There is no reciprocal relation to others that is reflected in need or love. There is no memory or fear. What most of us mean by life, what most of us care about when we think of protecting life is not true of the 12 or 16 cells present on the third or fourth day after pregnancy nor is present for sometime thereafter.

Id.

\(^{149}\) Manier, supra note 117, at 170 ("no amount of biological evidence can provide adequate warrant for any claim concerning the starting point of individual human life").

\(^{150}\) Manier, supra note 9, at 5.

\(^{151}\) Englehardt, supra note 24, at 228-32.

\(^{152}\) Destro, Abortion and the Constitution: The Need for a Life-Protective Amendment, 63 Calif. L. Rev. 1250, 1253 n.16 (1975); Ely, supra note 17, at 925.
human being will at some future time exist. However, but for the use of contraceptives, a human being also would exist. In fact, but for abstinence a human being would likely exist, too. The potentiality of life is always present in human beings after puberty. Abortion is condemned not because it stops a potential life from coming into being, but because some believe that it is murder of an actual human life. Yet, there would be no principled basis for the Court to conclude that those who believe life begins at conception are right and all others, with differing definitions of when life begins, are wrong. Rhetorically, the Court had to reject the first approach defining life as beginning at conception, and conclude as it did that it "need not resolve the difficult question of when life begins."  

Furthermore, even if the Court were able to justify holding that the fetus is a person, the Court's rhetorical problems under the first approach would not be over. The conclusion that life begins at conception does not in itself justify banning abortion. The Court would also need to conclude that the fetus' right to life was constitutionally more significant than the woman's right to control her body. It is difficult to imagine a greater invasion of individuals' control over their own bodies than compelling a woman to keep a fetus in her womb against her will. It is not sufficient to simply say the infringement of body autonomy is justified because a life is at stake. Our legal system does not force people to donate their kidneys, even if they could be used to save other human lives. The Court in dealing with the abortion issue would need to balance the woman's right to control her body with the fetus' right to life. Once the Court has concluded that life begins at conception, it is hard to imagine any principle the Court could articulate to resolve this value conflict. The problems with drafting an opinion holding that life begins at conception are one reason why the Court

153. Bennett, Abortion and Judicial Review: Of Burdens and Benefits, Hard Cases and Some Bad Law, 75 Nw. L. Rev. 978, 991 (1981) ("The life at stake, in the right-to-life view, is not 'potential', but actual. The fetus is seen as equivalent in its humanness to infants and children and adults since human life for them begins at conception."").
156. L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 924.
157. Thomson, supra note 155, at 5.
158. In fact, "Is it possible to speak of principled judicial decision-making when more than one value is at stake . . . ?" Golding, supra note 136, at 48-49.
could not pursue that approach.

Similarly, the second approach, holding that regulation of abortion should be left to the legislature, could not be rhetorically justified in light of other recently decided cases. In order to conclude that abortion is a matter properly left to the political process, the Court would need to conclude either that it should only protect rights stated or implied by the Constitution, or that while it may protect some non-textual rights, abortion is not one of them. Neither of these conclusions could be reconciled with precedent.

Many constitutional commentators have argued that the Court should confine itself "to enforcing norms that are stated or clearly implicit in the written Constitution."\footnote{159} For example, Justice Black contended that constitutional disputes should be decided by the literal language of the Constitution.\footnote{160} Raoul Berger repeatedly has argued that a court in interpreting a constitutional provision should be limited to what its drafters intended.\footnote{161} Thus, the Court would conclude that because reproductive autonomy is nowhere mentioned in the Constitution it is not a proper subject for judicial review.\footnote{162} Robert Bork summarizes this position:

Where constitutional materials do not clearly specify the value to be preferred there is no principled way to prefer any claimed human value to any other. The judges must stick close to the text and history, and their fair implications and not construct new rights . . . . Courts must accept any value choice the legislature makes unless it clearly runs contrary to a choice made in framing the Constitution.\footnote{163}

While this position is theoretically defensible, rhetorically the Court could not adopt it to justify refusing to rule on the abortion issue because it is inconsistent with two hundred years of Supreme Court decisions. The Supreme Court has never limited itself to

\footnotesize{159. J. Ely, supra note 7, at 1. Ely terms this approach to judicial review "interpretivism."
162. Ely, supra note 17, at 939.
163. Bork, Neutral Principles and Some First Amendment Problems, 42 Ind. L.J. 1, 8, 10-11 (1971).}
protecting only those rights stated or implied in the text. The right of association, freedom of travel, and the right to vote have been safeguarded despite the fact that they are not stated or implied in the Constitution. Most notable with regard to the abortion issue, the Court has protected many aspects of family autonomy, including the right to marry, to form a family, to procreate and to control the upbringing of one’s children, despite the fact that none of these rights can be found in the text of the Constitution. In fact, the Court has explicitly rejected the notion that it is confined to “interpretivism.” Chief Justice Hughes, writing for the Court in Home Building and Loan v. Blaisdell, stated:

It is no answer to say that this public need was not apprehended a century ago, or to insist that what the provision of the Constitution meant to the vision of that day it must mean to the vision of our time. If by the statement that what the Constitution meant at the time of its adoption it means to-day,

---

164. For an excellent discussion of the Court’s consistent refusal to take an interpretivist approach to constitutional questions, see Shaman, The Constitution, the Supreme Court, and Creativity, 9 Hastings Const. L.Q. 257 (1982).


168. The list could go on and on of non-textual rights protected by the Court. See J. Choper, Judicial Review and the National Political Process 70-79 (1980); Grey, Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution? 27 Stan. L. Rev. 703, 716-17 (1975).


171. Moore v. City of East Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494 (1977) (invalidating on substantive due process grounds a zoning ordinance that defined “family” so narrowly as to prevent a grandmother from living with her two grandsons who were first cousins rather than brothers).

172. Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535 (1942) (declaring unconstitutional an Oklahoma statute providing for the sterilization of persons convicted of two or more “ felonies involving moral turpitude”). The right to reproduce was held to be “one of the basic civil rights of man.” Id. at 541.

173. Parham v. J.R., 442 U.S. 584 (1979) (the right of parents to institutionalize their children); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925) (the right of parents to control the upbringing of their children includes the right to send their children to private and parochial schools); Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923) (invalidating a Nebraska law which prohibited the teaching of foreign languages to elementary school students).

it is intended to say that the great clauses of the Constitution must be confined to the interpretation which the framers, with the conditions and outlook of their time, would have placed upon them, the statement carries its own refutation. It was to guard against such a narrow conception that Chief Justice Marshall uttered the memorable warning — "We must never forget that it is a Constitution we are expounding."\textsuperscript{176}

Simply put, rhetorically the Court could not leave the abortion issue to the political process on the grounds that the Constitution is silent on the subject. Such an approach would be inconsistent with the language and effect of countless other decisions declaring rights to be fundamental despite the absence of textual language or framers' intent justifying such protection.

Furthermore, even if the Court wanted to depart from precedents and hold that it should be guided by interpretivism, rhetorically interpretivism is difficult to defend. John Hart Ely, himself a critic of \textit{Roe v. Wade},\textsuperscript{176} has argued that interpretivism is an alluring impossibility.\textsuperscript{177} Ely's argument against interpretivism is a familiar one.\textsuperscript{178} He contends that the model is doomed to failure because in most important areas the Constitution is intentionally vague.\textsuperscript{179} Phrases such as "equal protection" and "due process" are indeterminate and were "purposefully left to gather meaning from experience."\textsuperscript{180} Nor can the "framers' intent provide much guidance to the Court in interpreting the Constitution, as it was their intent that the Constitution be defined, and redefined, in the light of experiences and exigencies of succeeding generations."\textsuperscript{181} In addition, it is difficult to justify relying on the framers' intentions, even if they could be identified. A "nation wholly different from that existing in 1787, facing problems obviously not within the contemplation of the founding fathers, can scarcely be governed — except in broadest generality, by the concepts of yesteryear."\textsuperscript{182} It would therefore be difficult, if not impossible, to justify the Court's deci-
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sion that the abortion issue should be left to the legislative process because it is a non-textual right.183

The other possible basis for judicial deference to the political process would be for the Court to conclude that while it may protect fundamental rights not enumerated in the Constitution, abortion is not such a right.184 The Court would need to hold that a woman does not have a fundamental interest in deciding whether to carry a fetus in her body. This conclusion however, would be hard to justify in light of other recent Supreme Court decisions. For example, in Eisenstadt v. Baird,185 the Supreme Court declared: "if the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual, married or single, to be free from unwarranted government intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child."186 This language, handed down just a year before the decision in Roe v. Wade, would make it rhetorically difficult for the Court to hold that the right to decide whether to bear a fetus is not fundamental.187 Furthermore, since the right of access to contraceptives188 has been deemed a fundamental right, could the Court possibly justify holding that the right to an abortion is not "fundamental?"

The third approach, that restrictive abortion laws deny equal protection to poor women, is the clearest example of an alternative that was not rhetorically possible. If the Court had followed this approach it would have concluded that because rich women were able to get safe abortions, while poor women could not, laws forbidding abortion denied equal protection.189 As noted above, such a conclusion is inconsistent with recent Supreme Court cases explicitly holding that poverty is not a suspect classification.190 That is, a denial of equal protection could not be proven simply because

183. It should be noted that this is the most frequent criticism of Roe v. Wade: that the Court should not have protected a right to abortion because the Constitution is silent on the matter. See, e.g., Ely, supra note 17, at 943.

184. See, e.g., Epstein, supra note 8, at 180.


186. Id. at 458.

187. There is speculation that Justice Brennan in writing for the majority in Eisenstadt used this language precisely to limit, or at least guide, the Court in deciding the abortion issue. See B. Woodward & S. Armstrong, supra note 15, at 175-76.


189. See supra text accompanying notes 59-72.

the effect of the law was to disadvantage poor people. Moreover, even if the Court had found that state statutes banning abortion violated the equal protection clause, the Court would then have had to justify concluding that the state did not have a compelling interest in protecting fetal life.

It is, of course, never possible to know why the Court decides as it does. The purpose of the above analysis is not to suggest a definitive explanation for why these alternatives were rejected. Rather, the point simply is that alternatives which were possible in theory could not have been justified rhetorically as principled, not arbitrary, and consistent with precedents.

C. The Rhetoric of Roe v. Wade

The Court’s choice of approach in Roe v. Wade is understandable because it avoids many of the rhetorical problems inherent in the other alternatives. First, the Court was able to articulate a legal principle to justify its decision: that the “right of privacy, whether it be founded in the Fourteenth Amendment’s concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon state action, . . . or . . . in the Ninth Amendment’s reservation of rights to the people is broad enough to encompass a woman’s decision whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.” The right to privacy had already been found to be fundamental under the Constitution. Thus the Court only needed to explain why a woman’s choice of whether to have an abortion fits within her constitutionally protected right to privacy. The burden of an unwanted pregnancy is so great that the Court had little difficulty in demonstrating that the right to privacy includes the right to decide whether or not to have an abortion. Justice Blackmun observed:

191. Furthermore, in subsequent cases the Court has held that a discriminatory effect of a law is not sufficient to prove a violation of equal protection. See Mobile v. Bolden, 446 U.S. 55 (1980); Personnel Admin. of Mass. v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 266 (1979); Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976). Thus, under current standards, to demonstrate that restrictive abortion laws violate equal protection it would be necessary to prove that they were motivated by a discriminatory purpose. There is, however, no indication that abortion was banned to discriminate against poor women.


194. See L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 924; Regan, supra note 69, at 23.
The detriment that the state would impose upon the pregnant woman by denying her this choice is altogether apparent. Specific and direct harm medically diagnosable even in early pregnancy may be involved. Maternity, or additional offspring, may force upon the woman a distressful life and future. Psychological harm might be imminent. Mental and physical health may be taxed by child care.  

If the right to privacy means anything, it surely includes the privilege of deciding whether one's body will be used to bring another life into the world.  

Second, the Court could avoid the appearance of making an arbitrary choice as to when life begins. In fact, the Court contended that its approach entirely avoided resolving the question of when life begins. The Court concluded that “[W]hen those trained in the respective disciplines of medicine, philosophy, and theology are unable to arrive at any consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the development of man's knowledge, is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.” Rhetorically, this is a far easier conclusion to justify than would be any attempt to identify a point when life begins.  

Finally, the Court's approach in Roe v. Wade could be presented as consistent with precedent. Most obviously, it follows directly from the Court's declaration in Eisenstadt that the Constitution protects the “decision whether to bear or beget a child.” Less obviously, the Court's decision was consistent with traditional tort and criminal law principles which do not recognize the fetus as a person. The Court noted its consistency with these legal doctrines: “In areas other than criminal abortion, the law has been reluctant to endorse any theory that life, as we recognize it, begins before live birth or to accord legal rights to the unborn except in narrowly defined situations and except when the rights are contingent upon live birth.”  

While the Court's approach is easier to justify than most of the alternatives, it has two major rhetorical problems. First, even if a woman has a right to privacy, why does this right outweigh a state's interest in protecting what it regards as human life? The

196. See L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 923.
198. Id.
conclusion that the right to privacy includes the right to terminate a pregnancy does not mean that the state does not have a compelling interest in protecting the life of the fetus. The Court in its analysis had to justify why the woman’s privacy interest deserved constitutional priority over the fetus’ right to life. The Court needed to articulate some principle to indicate that it made other than an arbitrary choice to favor women over fetuses. However, “nothing in the Supreme Court’s opinion provides a satisfactory explanation of why the fetal interest should not be deemed overriding prior to viability, particularly when a legislative majority chose to regard the fetus as a human being from the moment of conception.” Thus, one of the most frequent criticisms of Roe v. Wade is precisely this failure to justify rhetorically why the state did not have a compelling interest in protecting fetal life.

Second, the Court failed to adequately justify why the right to abortion varied depending on the trimester of pregnancy. The Court held that during the first trimester of pregnancy the abortion decision must be left entirely to the woman and her physician. During the second trimester the “State, in promoting its interest in the health of the mother, may, if it chooses, regulate the abortion procedure in ways that are reasonably related to maternal health.” And the state may even prohibit abortion after the fetus reaches viability, during the third trimester. But what principle justifies the Court drawing the distinction between the second and third trimesters? Is not the choice of viability as the time after which abortion is prohibited just as arbitrary as banning abortion after conception? The Court has frequently been criticized for failing to articulate any principle justifying why it drew lines the way

\[201. \text{ L. Tribe, supra note 14, at 927.}
202. \text{Id.}
203. \text{See, e.g., A. Cox, The Role of the Supreme Court in American Government 53 (1976) (“[T]he opinion fails to even consider what I would suppose to be the most compelling interest of the State in prohibiting abortion: the interest in maintaining that respect for the paramount sanctity of human life which has always been at the centre of western civilization . . . .”
204. \text{Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. at 164.}
205. \text{Id. The Court determined that during the second trimester, the State's compelling interest in the health of the mother justified interference in the abortion procedure. Prior to the end of the first trimester, however, abortion mortality rates are as low or lower as those for normal childbirth. Id. at 149.}
206. \text{Id. at 164-65.}
that it did.\textsuperscript{207} Rhetorically, the Court's decision lacks legitimacy because it seems to be an arbitrary, unjustified set of choices.

Thus, the key question to be asked about \textit{Roe v. Wade} is not whether the Court should have defined life as beginning at conception or left the matter for the legislature. The inquiry must be whether there was another, rhetorically more acceptable alternative that the Court should have chosen.

\textbf{III. ABORTION AS A PRIVATE MORAL JUDGMENT: REPACKAGING \textit{ROE V. WADE}}

Rhetorically, the best approach to the abortion issue would have been for the Court to declare that the decision whether to have an abortion is a private moral judgment which the state may not encourage, discourage, or prohibit. The Court could have held that a woman has the right at any point during her pregnancy to remove the fetus from her body.\textsuperscript{208} The state may set standards to insure that the fetus is removed in the manner most likely to guarantee its survival and it may require all steps necessary to keep the fetus alive once removed.\textsuperscript{209} But whether the fetus will or will not survive removal is irrelevant to the legal status of a woman's right to terminate her pregnancy.\textsuperscript{210} A state cannot constitutionally make the moral judgment for a woman as to whether abortion is right or wrong. This approach overcomes the problems of \textit{Roe v. Wade}, and while it is not without flaws, it could be defended as principled, non-arbitrary, and consistent with precedents.

First, the Court could articulate a legal principle to support its decision: it is the right of a person to decide what happens in and to his or her body.\textsuperscript{211} The state cannot compel a person to use her body to keep another person alive. A corollary of this principle is that it is a private moral judgment for each person to make as to whether and how her body will be used to sustain another life,
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which obviously decides the abortion question. The state cannot constitutionally compel a woman to use her body as an incubator. In light of the burden imposed on a woman by forcing her to continue a pregnancy against her will, the Court could hold that it is entirely for each woman to decide whether or not to have an abortion.

Second, such a principle avoids arbitrary line-drawing by the Court. There is no need to decide whether or not the fetus is a person or at what point life begins. Even if the fetus is regarded as a human life, the state constitutionally may not compel a woman to give up her body for nine months to sustain that life. Just as parents can choose to give their children up for adoption, so may a woman at any point during her pregnancy remove the fetus from her body. The state, however, as indicated earlier, may set standards to best insure the fetus’ chance of survival outside the womb and may take any steps it chooses to sustain the infant once separated.

Furthermore, under this approach there is no need for an arbitrary balancing of the woman’s rights versus those of the fetus. The fetus may have a right to life, but not a right to be kept in a woman’s body against her will. It is not a matter of arbitrarily favoring women as a group over fetuses. Rather, there is a principle of body control which can be rhetorically justified under the Constitution, and this principle makes abortion a private moral choice.

In fact, given the total lack of consensus as to when life begins,

212. Some have suggested that abortion laws do not compel a woman to be an incubator because they did not compel a woman to become pregnant to begin with. See Warren, On the Moral and Legal Status of Abortion, in Today’s Moral Probs. 125 (R. Wasserstrom ed. 1979). It is impossible, however, to regard pregnancy as an entirely voluntary condition. Entirely apart from involuntary pregnancies due to rape, even “if contraceptive methods of very high effectiveness, say 98%, were used carefully and consistently, there would be hundreds of thousands of pregnancies caused by contraceptive failure.” Regan, supra note 69, at 28. As such, it is inaccurate and unjust to women to regard pregnancy as a purely voluntary condition. Id. at 66.

213. Many commentators have concluded that the burden of pregnancy is so great that “women should have complete control over pregnancy.” Liu, supra note 61, at 147.

214. Regan, supra note 69, at 74.


217. Epstein, supra note 8, at 182-83.

218. Warren, supra note 212, at 135.
it is only appropriate to leave the question entirely up to each woman.\textsuperscript{219} Individuals and religious groups have sharply divergent and irreconcilable views on the morality of abortion.\textsuperscript{220} While everyone can agree that an individual capable of surviving outside the uterus should be protected, consensus will never be reached as to the legitimacy of protecting a fetus by compelling continuation of a pregnancy.\textsuperscript{221} The fact of disagreement is in itself relevant to the Court in justifying its opinion.\textsuperscript{222} The Court simply could recognize that given the tremendous disagreement on the matter, it should be left to each woman to decide for herself whether abortion is right or wrong. The Court could find that abortion is not a proper subject for a public moral judgment expressed in the criminal law.\textsuperscript{223} Professor Robert Bennett explains the distinction between criminal abortion statutes and other laws:

First, criminal statutes often reflect values that are held with near unanimity in the society. Even most ' Murderers' likely do not think that they are being treated unfairly if they are severely punished for their crimes. In contrast, doctors and women and others involved in abortions usually feel little culpability, because the society is sharply divided about whether substantial culpability attends an abortion. Second, outside the abortion context criminal statutes seldom burden innocent individuals, except perhaps incidentally. . . . Under criminal abortion statutes like that in Texas, however, the greatest burden fell upon women desiring abortions, whose own conduct in obtaining abortions was apparently not defined as criminal. . . . Third, and perhaps most importantly, even relatively unpopular criminal laws usually impose little in the way of burdens on those capable of obedience.\textsuperscript{224}

Thus, the Court could rationally distinguish laws prohibiting abortion from other criminal statutes expressing a public moral judgment and hold that abortion is a matter of private, not public, morals.

Finally, such an approach to the abortion issue would be consistent with precedents. The Court would be following the holding of \textit{Eisenstadt}: that it is a fundamental right to decide whether to
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“bear or beget a child.” In fact, the Court’s clear articulation of a person’s right to make decisions concerning her body would help to clarify the meaning of the constitutional right to privacy. Moreover, this approach would be consistent with traditional tort and criminal law principles. It “is a deeply rooted principle of American law that an individual is ordinarily not required to volunteer aid to another individual who is in danger or need of assistance: . . . our law does not require people to be Good Samaritans.” Just as the law does not require individuals to donate body organs to save other people’s lives, so should the state not require a woman to donate her body, against her will, to house a fetus.

The result would be the same as that of Roe v. Wade: state laws banning abortion would be overturned. In fact, it is even possible to read Roe v. Wade as endorsing the thesis of this approach. Professor Tribe observed: “Roe v. Wade represents less a decision in favor of abortion than a decision in favor of leaving the matter, however it might come out in particular cases, to women rather than legislative majorities.” What is different about this approach is its rhetoric. It avoids drawing arbitrary lines, such as the point of viability, after which abortions are not allowed. Furthermore, it overcomes the need to balance interests that can never be logically balanced. Rhetorically, it is the most defensible approach to an irresolvable problem. But most importantly, the advantage of viewing abortion as a private moral judgment is that it provides guidance for resolution of other questions in the abortion controversy.

IV. THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUES: TOWARDS PRINCIPLED RESOLUTION OF ABORTION ISSUES

Roe v. Wade did not by any measure end the legal debate over abortion issues. There has been at least one major abortion case before the Supreme Court in almost every term since 1973. 
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garding abortion as a private moral judgment would provide a principled way of dealing with other aspects of the abortion controversy. For example, consider three major abortion issues left unresolved by *Roe v. Wade*: is refusal to publicly fund abortions for indigent women unconstitutional; may Congress enact a law pursuant to section 5 of the 14th Amendment defining the fetus as a person; and may states impose requirements for “informed” consent or mandatory waiting periods? Each of these difficult questions could be more easily resolved if the Court were to regard the question of whether to have an abortion as entirely a matter for each woman to decide.

### A. The Abortion Funding Controversy

1. *The abortion funding cases.* The question of whether legislatures can deny public funding of abortions has produced the greatest amount of litigation of all the abortion issues.\(^{231}\) Since 1973, local, state and federal governments have enacted restrictions on the use of government funds to pay for abortions.\(^{232}\) The Supreme Court considered the constitutional validity of these spending limits in two sets of cases decided in 1977 and 1980.

   In 1977, in three cases handed down on the same day, *Beal v. Doe*, \(^{233}\) *Maher v. Roe*, \(^{234}\) and *Poelker v. Doe*, \(^{235}\) the Supreme Court sustained restrictions on public subsidies of abortions. In *Beal v.*

---


Doe the Court held that Title XIX of the Social Security Act does not require Pennsylvania to fund non-therapeutic abortions as a condition of participating in the Medicaid program established by that Act.236 Justice Powell, writing for the majority, concluded that the Federal Medicaid law “confers broad discretion on the States to adopt standards for determining the extent of medical assistance requiring only that such standards be ‘reasonable’ and ‘consistent with the objectives’ of the Act.”237 Pennsylvania’s refusal to fund non-therapeutic abortions was permissible because “it is hardly inconsistent with the objectives of the Act for a State to refuse to fund unnecessary — though perhaps desirable — medical services.”238 Beal focused primarily on the statutory question of whether failure to fund Medicaid abortions was a violation of the Social Security Act.

In Maher v. Roe, the Court held that Connecticut’s refusal to publicly subsidize non-therapeutic abortions, while paying expenses incidental to childbirth, did not violate the Equal Protection Clause.239 The Court reaffirmed the earlier holdings in San Antonio School District v. Rodriguez240 and Dandridge v. Williams,241 that financial need alone does not identify a basis for strict scrutiny under equal protection analysis.242 The Court concluded that the “Connecticut regulation does not impinge upon the fundamental right [of privacy] recognized in Roe” that protects a woman from interference with her freedom to decide whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.243

Finally, in Poelker v. Doe the Court, in a per curiam opinion, held that the city of St. Louis did not violate the Constitution by providing publicly financed hospital services for childbirth but not for non-therapeutic abortions. Relying especially on the reasoning in Maher, the Court held that public hospitals are not obligated to provide abortions, even if they supply childbirth services.244

All three of these 1977 cases dealt with state and local refusals
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to fund non-therapeutic abortions. In two 1980 decisions, the
Court sustained federal and state denials of funding for even medi-
cally necessary abortions. In *Harris v. McRae* the Court rejected
a variety of constitutional challenges to the Hyde Amendment
which drastically limited public funding for abortions. Since 1976,
Congress has prohibited through the Hyde Amendment to the ap-
propriations for the Department of Health and Human Services,
the use of federal funds to reimburse the costs of abortions. In
*Harris* the Court, relying on the earlier decision in *Maher*, sus-
tained congressional authority to deny funding of even medically
Zbaraz*, the Court, in a 5-4 decision, upheld an Illinois law bar-
ring public funding for abortions except those “necessary for the
preservation of the life of the woman seeking such treatment.”
The Court held that the state had neither a constitutional nor a
statutory duty to subsidize abortions.

The Court based its decisions in all five of these cases on iden-
tical arguments. First, the Court repeatedly stated that the Consti-
tution “imposes no obligation on the States to pay the pregnancy-
related medical expenses of indigent women, or indeed to pay any
of the medical expenses of indigents.” That is, the fact that
there is a right to abortions does not obligate the state to pay for
them. Although the Constitution prevents the state from interfer-
ing with a woman’s choice concerning abortion, “it does not confer
an entitlement to such funds as may be necessary to realize all of
the advantages of that freedom.” The Court analogized the right
to abortion to other constitutional safeguards, such as the right to
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None of the funds provided for in this Act shall be used to perform abortions
except where the life of the mother would be endangered if the fetus were car-
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enforcement agency or public health service; or except in those instances where
severe and long lasting physical health damage to the mother would result if the
pregnancy were carried to term when so determined by two physicians.
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use contraceptives and the rights of parents to send their children
to parochial schools.\textsuperscript{252} The fact that these rights are protected
from government interference does not mean that the "government . . . has an affirmative constitutional obligation to ensure that all
persons have the financial resources to obtain contraceptives or
send their children to private schools."\textsuperscript{253} The Court concluded:

To translate the limitation on governmental power implicit in the Due Pro-
cess Clause into an affirmative funding obligation would require Congress to
subsidize the medically necessary abortion of an indigent woman even if Con-
gress had not enacted a Medicaid program to subsidize other medically neces-
sary services. Nothing in the Due Process Clause supports such an extraordi-
nary result. Whether freedom of choice that is constitutionally protected
warrants federal subsidization is a question for Congress to answer, not a
matter for constitutional entitlement.\textsuperscript{254}

Second, in all of the cases the Court held that the legislature
could choose to encourage childbirth by paying for it, while refus-
ing to subsidize abortions. In \textit{Beal} the Court noted that it was not
"unreasonable for a participating State to further this unquestion-
able interest in encouraging normal childbirth" by paying for childbirth and excluding abortions.\textsuperscript{255} Similarly, in \textit{Maher} the Court held that a state may "make a value
judgment favoring childbirth over abortion and . . . implement
that judgment by the allocation of public funds."\textsuperscript{256} Most recently,
in \textit{Harris v. McRae}\textsuperscript{257} the Court ruled:

[The] Hyde amendment, by encouraging childbirth except in the most urgent
circumstances, is rationally related to the legitimate governmental objective
of protecting potential life. . . . Nor is it irrational that Congress has author-
ized federal reimbursement for medically necessary services generally, but

\textsuperscript{252} \textit{Id.}; 432 U.S. at 477. In \textit{Maher}, the Court emphasized the analogy to parochial
schools: that while parents have a constitutional right to send their children to parochial
school that does not create an affirmative obligation for the government to subsidize paro-
chial schools. The Court observed that finding a public obligation to pay for abortions would
by analogy require government subsidies of parochial education. ("Yet, were we to accept
appellees' argument, an indigent parent could challenge the state policy of favoring public
rather than private schools, or of preferring instruction in English rather than German, on
grounds identical in principle to those advanced here.") 432 U.S. at 477.
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not for certain medically necessary abortions. Abortion is inherently different from other medical procedures, because no other procedure involves the purposeful termination of a potential life.\textsuperscript{258}

Thus, in all of the abortion funding cases the Court held that legislatures may use public funds to create an incentive in favor of childbirth and a disincentive to have an abortion.

Finally, in all of these decisions the Court held that there is a difference between prohibiting abortions and merely discouraging them by refusing to appropriate funds to pay for them. The Court ruled that the government's refusal to subsidize abortions "leaves an indigent woman with at least the same range of choice in deciding whether to have a medically necessary abortion as she would have had if Congress had chosen to subsidize no health care costs at all."\textsuperscript{259} While the government may not impose barriers preventing women from obtaining abortions, there is no obligation that the government alleviate those obstacles to obtaining abortions caused by indigency.\textsuperscript{260} Even if the effect of not funding abortions is to limit their accessibility for poor women, refusal to subsidize abortions is not an unconstitutional interference with a protected right.

Ultimately, the Court decided that the question of whether or not the government should subsidize abortions is a matter for the legislature to decide:

The decision whether to expend state funds for non-therapeutic abortion is fraught with judgments of policy and value over which opinions are sharply divided . . . . Indeed, when an issue involves policy choices as sensitive as those implicated by public funding of non-therapeutic abortions, the appropriate forum for their resolution in a democracy is the legislature.\textsuperscript{261}

2. \textit{Abortion as a private moral judgment and the abortion funding issue}. As the above discussion indicates, the Supreme Court's decisions in the abortion funding cases were premised on the assumptions that the government has a valid interest in discouraging abortion and that there is a difference between prohibiting abortion and creating an incentive in favor of childbirth. Neither of these assumptions would be consistent with the view that abortion is a private moral judgment. That is, had the Court held that the question of whether to have an abortion is entirely
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for each woman to decide, then in order to be rhetorically consistent the Court would have had to decide the abortion funding cases differently.

Initially, it must be recognized that the distinction between discouraging abortions and prohibiting them is meaningless for many indigent women. The effect of the refusal to pay for abortion is to compel many women to bear and have children.\textsuperscript{262} Even the Court recognized that failure to fund abortions under Medicaid programs meant that some women would be forced to forego abortions.\textsuperscript{263} In fact, the undeniable purpose of the funding restrictions was to accomplish precisely such a decrease in abortions.\textsuperscript{264} The government did not refuse to subsidize abortions as a way to save money: childbirth is much more expensive than abortion. Justice Stevens observed in his dissent in \textit{Harris}, that one lower court found that while publicly funded abortions cost an average of less than $150, the average cost to the state of childbirth exceeded $1350.\textsuperscript{265} Clearly then, "[a]bortion funding restrictions are not enacted for the sake of frugality or to encourage the welfare client to practice contraception or sexual self-restraint."\textsuperscript{266} The sole purpose

\textsuperscript{262} Perry, \textit{The Abortion Funding Cases: A Comment on the Supreme Court's Role in American Government}, 66 Geo. L.J. 1191, 1244 (1978) (the decisions "mean that some indigent women, perhaps many, will be unable to have abortions. These are the very same women most likely to have unwanted pregnancies and least able to accommodate additional children."). Empirically, studies have shown a decrease in abortions as a result of funding cutbacks. One study of the impact of the Hyde Amendment in Ohio and Georgia indicates that over twenty percent of the women Medicaid recipients who desired an abortion could not get one because of the absence of funds. Trussell, Menken, Lindhein & Vaughn, \textit{The Impact of Restriction of Medicaid Funds for Abortion}, 12 Fam. Plan. Persp. 120 (1980).

\textsuperscript{263} Maher v. Roe, 432 U.S. 464, 474 (1980).

\textsuperscript{264} Perry, \textit{Why the Supreme Court was Plainly Wrong in the Hyde Amendment Cases: A Brief Comment on \textit{Harris} v. \textit{McRae}}, 32 Stan. L. Rev. 1113, 1125-26 (1980). It is possible to hypothesize other motives for the funding restrictions other than an attempt to decrease abortions. For example, one possible purpose of prohibiting government funds from being used for abortions would be to protect taxpayers from having their dollars spent for something they abhor. See Hardy, \textit{Privacy and Public Funding: Maher v. Roe as the Interaction of Roe v. Wade and Dandridge v. Williams}, 18 Ariz. L. Rev. 903, 937-38 (1976). Such a purpose, however, was at best secondary in the minds of legislators whose primary objective was to decrease abortions. See generally Note, \textit{The Effect of Recent Medicaid Decisions on a Constitutional Right: Abortions Only for the Rich}, 6 Fordham Urb. L.J. 687 (1978). Furthermore, taxpayers are not protected from subsidizing other programs they disagree with, even if they believe their dollars are being used for murder (e.g., expenditures for the Vietnam War or foreign aid to totalitarian governments).

\textsuperscript{265} 448 U.S. 297, 355 n. 9 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (referring to Zbaraz v. Quern, 469 F. Supp. 1212 (N.D. Ill. 1979), vacated and remanded, 448 U.S. 358 (1980)).

\textsuperscript{266} Horan & Marzan, \textit{The Moral Interest of the State in Abortion Funding: A Com-
of the funding restrictions was to decrease the number of abortions.\(^{267}\)

The question, therefore, is whether the government may enact laws which have the purpose and effect of preventing abortions. If abortion is viewed as a private moral judgment, then the decision whether to bear or abort the fetus is to be left entirely to each pregnant woman. The state must adopt a position of neutrality.\(^{268}\) The government may not take actions which have the purpose and effect of preventing abortions since those policies by definition deny a woman the right to make an autonomous decision.\(^{269}\) The whole point of the fifth approach, regarding abortion as a matter of private and not public morals, is that the state may not involve itself in the choice of whether or not to have an abortion. The laws restricting use of government funds for abortion were intended to do exactly what should not be allowed: publicly interfere with a private decision. If the Court were to treat abortion as a purely private decision, then it could not consistently hold that the state has a legitimate interest in protecting “potential life.”\(^{270}\)

The point is not that the government has an affirmative duty to subsidize abortions, or any other medical procedure.\(^{271}\) Rather, the point is that the government may not use its resources and power to prevent abortions.\(^{272}\) The government is under no obligation to subsidize childbirth expenses. But if it chooses to do so, since childbirth and abortion are the only possible outcomes of pregnancy, it must also subsidize abortions. The state may not make the moral judgment about whether the fetus should be aborted, and it may not attempt to coerce decisions through its power of the purse.

\(^{267}\) Id. at 573.

\(^{268}\) See Perry, supra note 264, at 1115-16, 1122 (the government may not enact policies based on the belief that abortion is morally objectionable).


\(^{270}\) See Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297, 325 (1980) (abortion unique because it involves “potential” life).


\(^{272}\) Perry, supra note 264, at 1125-26.
This is hardly a novel conclusion. The Court repeatedly has held that "states burden fundamental interests involving freedom of choice when they threaten to withhold or withdraw such discretionary benefits unless a person exercises his or her constitutionally protected option in a particular way."\textsuperscript{273} For example, in the area of free exercise of religion, the Court has rejected any distinction between prohibiting and discouraging religious conduct. In cases such as \textit{Sherbert v. Verner}\textsuperscript{274} and \textit{Thomas v. Review Board of Indiana,}\textsuperscript{275} the Court has rejected as unconstitutional state funding schemes that have the effect of discouraging individuals from following their religious beliefs.\textsuperscript{276} Just as religion is a matter of individual conscience which the state may not try to influence, so must the abortion decision be left to each woman, uninfluenced by the state.\textsuperscript{277} In fact, if the Court were to take the approach to the abortion issue suggested above, it would be declaring a right to "free exercise" in making abortion decisions. Government discouragement is \textit{per se} inconsistent with individual free exercise.

This concept of "free exercise" in the area of abortion decisions shows the fallacy of the Court’s analogy between the government’s refusal to fund abortions and its failure to subsidize parochial schools. The Court rightly noted that while the state could not prevent children from attending private schools, that did not mean that the state has an obligation to pay for parochial education.\textsuperscript{278} The Court drew the analogy to abortions, concluding that


\textsuperscript{274} 374 U.S. 398 (1963) (worker who quit a job rather than work in contradiction to her religious belief requiring observance of Sabbath was entitled to unemployment compensation).

\textsuperscript{275} 450 U.S. 707 (1981) (worker who quit his job rather than work in a job requiring production of armaments was entitled to unemployment compensation).


\textsuperscript{277} Justice Powell, writing for the majority, attempted to distinguish failure to fund abortions from refusing to pay unemployment compensation to workers who quit their jobs for religious reasons. \textit{Maher v. Roe}, 432 U.S. at 478. Powell argued that \textit{Sherbert} is not analogous because it involved withholding of benefits from persons who were otherwise entitled to the benefits on the ground that those persons exercised a fundamental right. 432 U.S. at 474-75 n.8. But this argument begs the key question: by funding childbirth and not abortion is not the state penalizing women who choose to exercise their fundamental right to have an abortion? \textit{See also} Goldstein, \textit{ supra} note 269, at 327-34.

while the state may not prohibit abortions, it has no obligation to subsidize them. Though this analogy seems plausible at first, it does not withstand critical analysis. First, private and public education are functionally the same. If a student cannot afford private education, the student still receives an education. By contrast, if a pregnant woman cannot afford an abortion, she has a baby. Abortion and childbirth obviously are not alike. The state’s choice to fund public and not parochial schools has an effect different in kind from its choice to fund childbirth and not abortions.

Second, the purpose of the government’s failure to fund parochial schools is different from its motive for not paying for abortions. At the very least, the state’s failure to subsidize private schools is a simple resource allocation decision.279 The state is not hostile to parochial education, but instead, chooses to put its scarce resources in a single school system.280 The state’s motive for funding only public education is not to prevent students from attending parochial schools. By denying funds for abortions, however, the government’s purpose is to prevent, in the only way available to the state, abortions.281 It is not a matter of resource allocation because the government is willing to pay for the more expensive medical procedures attendant to childbirth.282 Especially in the last decade, the Court has made clear that the purpose of a law is relevant in deciding its constitutionality.283 The purpose of denying funds for abortion while providing funds for childbirth is impermissible: interference with the “free exercise” of indigent women’s decision-making authority.

Finally, the Court’s analogy to funding of parochial schools is specious because the government could not constitutionally subsidize parochial education even if it wanted to do so. Government funding of parochial schools would violate the Establishment

---

279. See L. Tribe, supra note 14.


281. F. Jaffee, B. Lindheim & P. Lee, supra note 220, at 127.

282. One study suggests that if only one-third of the Medicaid women having abortions had to carry their pregnancies to term the increased cost to the government would be over $200 million a year. Lincoln, Daring-Bradley, Lindheim & Cotterill, The Court, the Congress, and the President’s Turning Back the Clock on the Pregnant Poor, 9 Fam. Plan. Persp. 207 (1977).

Clause of the First Amendment. Therefore, the failure to fund parochial schools is not at all similar to the failure to pay for abortions. In the former the state has no choice since it cannot act, whereas in the latter the state is making an impermissible choice to discourage abortions.

Simply stated, the ambiguous rhetoric of Roe v. Wade made it possible for the Court in the abortion funding cases to sustain bans of public subsidies while at the same time appearing to be consistent with Roe v. Wade. If, however, the Court took the position that abortion is a private moral judgment, it would be impossible to sustain statutes whose purpose was to prevent abortions. Again, it is clear that rhetoric does shape results and the best rhetoric for the abortion question would be to regard abortion as a private moral choice.

B. *Abortion as a Private Moral Judgment and the Human Life Bill*

While the abortion funding questions already have been decided by the Court, there looms in the future an even more troubling issue: can Congress by statute ban all abortions? The vehicle for accomplishing such a prohibition would be the so-called Human Life Bill. Section five of the Fourteenth Amendment provides that "Congress shall have the power to enforce by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article." The Human Life Bill proposes that, pursuant to this authority, Congress define the fetus as a person from the time of conception. As such, fetuses would be entitled to due process and equal protection of the laws from the moment of fertilization. The proposed bill provides:

286. U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 5.
The Congress finds that present day scientific evidence indicates a significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception. The Congress further finds that the 14th Amendment to the Constitution was intended to protect all human beings. Upon the basis of these findings . . . the Congress hereby declares that for the purpose of enforcing the obligation of the states under the 14th Amendment not to deprive persons of life without due process of law, human life shall be deemed to exist from conception . . . ; and for this purpose 'person' shall include all human life defined herein.\(^{288}\)

Historically, congressional authority under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment was limited to legislation invalidating state laws deemed to violate section one of the Fourteenth Amendment or to provide remedies for state infringement of section one.\(^{289}\) However, in *Katzenbach v. Morgan*,\(^{290}\) the Supreme Court upheld broad congressional authority to expand the protections of the post Civil War amendments. *Katzenbach* involved a challenge to a federal statute which had the effect of overturning a Supreme Court decision. Previously, in *Lassiter v. Northampton County Board of Elections*,\(^{291}\) the Court ruled that literacy tests as a voting qualification did not violate the Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amendment. A few years after the *Lassiter* decision, Congress, in the Voting Rights Act of 1965, provided that no person who has successfully completed the sixth grade in an accredited Spanish-language Puerto Rican school may be denied the right to vote because of an inability to read or write English.\(^{292}\) A group of New York voters brought suit to challenge the congressional invalidation of that state’s literacy test. The plaintiffs contended that Congress had no authority to act under the Fourteenth Amendment because the Court had already decided that there was no constitutional violation.

The Supreme Court rejected the plaintiffs’ claim and sustained the federal statute. The Court held that Congress could justify striking down the literacy requirement in order to aid the Puerto Rican community to gain sufficient political clout to obtain

\(^{288}\) S. 158, Ch. 101 § 1, Cong. Rec. supra note 285, at S287.

\(^{289}\) Gordon, *The Nature and Uses of Congressional Power Under Section Five of the Fourteenth Amendment to Overcome Decisions of the Supreme Court*, 72 NW. L. REV. 656 (1977); see, e.g., Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883); *Ex Parte* Virginia, 100 U.S. 339 (1879).

\(^{290}\) 384 U.S. 641 (1966).


non-discriminatory treatment in the provision of public services.\textsuperscript{293} Additionally the Court concluded that Congress, on its own, could find that literacy tests violated the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments and ban such tests under the grants of legislative authority contained in the Amendments.\textsuperscript{294} This latter holding grants to Congress broad authority to interpret the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment and to enact legislation to implement those interpretations.\textsuperscript{295}

Proponents of the Human Life Bill contend that Congress may use this authority to define the meaning of the term “person” in the Fourteenth Amendment. The argument is that \textit{Roe v. Wade} was premised on the Court’s inability to define when human life begins.\textsuperscript{296} Congress, therefore, according to the bill’s sponsors, can remedy the situation by defining the fetus as a person, guaranteeing it full constitutional rights from the moment of conception.\textsuperscript{297} The intended result is a total ban on all abortions.\textsuperscript{298}

The Court’s rhetoric in \textit{Roe v. Wade} makes the arguments for the Human Life Bill at least plausible. The Court admitted that its decision depended on finding that the fetus was not a person.\textsuperscript{299} Furthermore, the Court premised its conclusion on its inability to define when human life begins.\textsuperscript{300} Advocates of the Human Life Bill suggest that Congress should step into the picture and use its authority to define life as beginning at conception. The result according to proponents would be that fetuses would be legally entitled to the status of persons and abortions would be banned.\textsuperscript{301}

If, however, the Court took the rhetorical approach that abor-
tion is a private moral judgment, then the Human Life Bill would be clearly unconstitutional. 302 Recall that this approach would have the Court hold that the state may not command one person to use their body to help another. 303 If abortion is a private moral judgment, then women have the right to remove fetuses from their bodies even if the fetus is a person and even if removal will kill that person. Thus, even granting Congress authority under section five of the Fourteenth Amendment to define "person" as including a fetus, 304 the Human Life Bill would still be unconstitutional.

By declaring that bans on abortion are unconstitutional because they infringe on private moral decisions, the Court would make clear that its decision was based on a normative judgment and not on an empirical inability to decide when life begins. This is crucial because the "familiar words of Marbury v. Madison that it is the judicial department's province to 'declare the law' mean[s] . . . that Congress cannot alter the normative component of a judicial decision. 305 At most, Katzenbach v. Morgan 306 allows Congress to change the 'empirical component' of a Court decision." 307 Thus, Congress would be powerless to overturn the Court's judgment that each woman has the right to control her body, including the right to remove a fetus. The point is not that invalidation of the Human Life Bill is only possible under the approach suggested here. 308 Rather, the argument is that it is clearer and rhetorically

302. It should be noted that a statute virtually identical to the Human Life Bill was enacted by Rhode Island and declared unconstitutional. Doe v. Israel, 358 F. Supp. 1193 (D.C.R.I.) aff'd mem., 482 F.2d. 1156 (1st Cir. 1973); cert. denied, 416 U.S. 993 (1974).
303. See supra text accompanying notes 208-13.
304. Strong arguments can be advanced that Congress does not have such authority under section 5. See, e.g., Cohen, Congressional Power to Interpret Due Process and Equal Protection, 27 Stan. L. Rev. 603, 620 (1975):

If there is a new round of debate in the Court concerning the limit of congressional power under section 5 of the 14th Amendment, it is most likely to arise in the context of a congressional attempt to clip the wings of an unpopular due process or equal protection decision of the Court . . . . Recognizing the functional distinction between judgments drawing lines as to allocation of power within the federal system and those establishing the minimum content of constitutionally protected liberty leaves no room for congressional dilution of the Bill of Rights.
305. Gordon, supra note 289, at 631.
308. It is quite likely that the Court would come to the same result if the Human Life Bill was enacted and challenged. See 127 Cong. Rec. E2267 (daily ed. May 12, 1981) (reprinted letter from Prof. Henkin to Rep. Don Edwards).
easier to justify why the Human Life Bill is unconstitutional if abortion is viewed as a private moral choice.

C. State Laws Requiring "Informed Consent" and Mandatory Waiting Periods

In addition to the issues discussed above, regarding abortion as a private moral judgment would provide guidance for resolution of challenges to a number of state and local statutes restricting access to abortions which are currently pending before the Supreme Court. Perhaps the most important issues to be decided are the constitutionality of state imposed "informed consent" and mandatory waiting period requirements. Sixteen states have enacted laws requiring that women be provided detailed information before undergoing an abortion. The woman is required, by statute, to sign a statement that she has been informed and voluntarily chooses to have an abortion understanding the information provided. In addition, eleven states have enacted statutes requiring that there be a twenty-four or forty-eight hour waiting period between the time a woman signs the informed consent and the time the abortion is performed. If abortion is viewed as a private

309. Simopoulos v. Virginia, 221 Va. 1059, 227 S.E.2d 205 (1981), cert. granted, 50 U.S.L.W. 3927 (May 25, 1982) (No. 86-212). (Simopoulos involves the constitutionality of the state statute which requires that all abortions past the first trimester be performed in a hospital). See Planned Parenthood Ass'n. v. Ashcroft, 655 F.2d 687 (8th Cir. 1981); supplemented, 664 F.2d 687 (8th Cir. 1981), cert. granted, 50 U.S.L.W. 3920 (May 25, 1982) (No. 81-1255) (Ashcroft involves challenges to a parental consent provision for minors, a requirement that a second physician be present during all second trimester abortions, a requirement that all abortions past the twelfth week be performed in a hospital, and a requirement that a pathology report be done on all medically aborted fetuses); Akron v. Akron Center for Reproductive Health, Inc., 651 F.2d 1198 (6th Cir. 1981), cert. granted, 50 U.S.L.W. 3928 (May 25, 1982) (No. 81-746) (Akron involves challenges to a municipal ordinance requiring the physician to disclose information concerning the fetus to the woman and requiring a 24 hour waiting period between the time the woman signs the informed consent and the time the abortion is performed).


moral judgment, as advocated in this Article, then it is clear that such restrictions on access to abortions are unconstitutional.

The challenged informed consent requirements can be divided into two categories: "general" and "detailed." The first type are general provisions which require the woman seeking an abortion to certify in writing that she voluntarily consents to the abortion and has been advised of the nature of the procedure used, the possible risks of that procedure, and the risks of abortion in general.\textsuperscript{312} The second type require that the woman be informed of much more detailed information, such as the physiological characteristics of the fetus,\textsuperscript{313} the fetus' sensitivity to pain,\textsuperscript{314} agencies which will assist her in carrying the fetus to term,\textsuperscript{316} and the like. Some of these more detailed informed consent requirements also provide that the woman be told that the fetus is a human life,\textsuperscript{318} that she waives all parental rights in the event of a live birth,\textsuperscript{317} and that she cannot be denied welfare benefits merely for refusing to undergo an abortion.\textsuperscript{318}

The general informed consent provisions have been consistently upheld because they do little more than codify existing tort law principles concerning what a physician should disclose to a patient.\textsuperscript{319} By contrast, the detailed informed consent requirements

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{314} See, e.g., \textit{Charles v. Carey}, 627 F.2d 772 (7th Cir. 1980).
\item \textsuperscript{315} See, e.g., \textit{Margaret S. v. Edwards}, 488 F. Supp. 181 (E.D. La. 1980).
\item \textsuperscript{316} See, e.g., id.
\item \textsuperscript{317} See, e.g., \textit{Freiman v. Ashcroft}, 584 F.2d 247 (8th Cir. 1978).
\item \textsuperscript{318} See, e.g., \textit{Planned Parenthood League v. Bellotti}, 641 F.2d 1006, 1008 (1st Cir. 1981).
\item \textsuperscript{319} See \textit{Planned Parenthood v. Danforth}, 428 U.S. 52 (1976); \textit{Planned Parenthood League v. Bellotti}, 641 F.2d 1006 (1st Cir. 1981); \textit{Wolfe v. Schroering}, 541 F.2d 523 (6th Cir.).
\end{itemize}
clearly intrude on a woman's right to make the decision whether to have an abortion. First, such requirements are undoubtedly motivated by the state's desire to discourage abortion. This purpose is impermissible because, as explained earlier, the state must take a neutral position on the abortion issue. Laws with the purpose and effect of discouraging abortion are unconstitutional. Second, detailed informed consent statutes impinge on the requirement that first trimester abortions are a matter to be left entirely to the woman and her physician. As Justice Blackmun explained in Planned Parenthood v. Danforth:

[W]e are content to accept, as the meaning [of informed consent] the giving of information to the patient as to just what would be done and as to its consequences. To ascribe more meaning than this might well confine the attending physician in an undesired and uncomfortable straitjacket in the practice of his profession.

A physician is put in a "straitjacket" when required to inform a woman of irrelevant, medically inadvisable or medically unproven information, or when required to provide moral as opposed to health-related messages. Finally, the state's interest in assuring that consent is truly informed is adequately served by the general doctrine of informed consent, as is the case with all other medical procedures. The state could compel a woman to know of the physiological and anatomical characteristics of the fetus for only one purpose: to discourage abortions.

If abortion is to be considered a private moral judgment, then the state cannot require that information relating to the morality of the decision be given to every woman who seeks an abortion. The state could only require that information which a reasonable person would find to have a significant or material effect on the medical aspects of the abortion decision be given. In fact, lower courts reviewing the constitutionality of informed consent requirements "have upheld the requirements which coincide with the gen-


320. See supra text accompanying notes 267-77.
323. Id. at 67 n.8.
eral law of informed consent and have invalidated the portions which do not contribute to the goal of autonomous self-determination.\textsuperscript{324} Lower courts have consistently struck down detailed informed consent requirements as infringing on the woman's right to make a private moral decision.\textsuperscript{325} The approach advocated in this Article is entirely consistent with these precedents.

The requirements for a twenty-four or forty-eight hour waiting period before a woman can undergo an abortion also unconstitutionally infringe on a woman's right to make an autonomous decision. Why would a state require such a waiting period for abortions but not for any other medical procedures? The obvious goal of such statutes is the hope that some women will change their minds during the waiting period and a law with the purpose and effect of restricting abortions is unconstitutional. A state imposed waiting period intrudes on the woman's right to make the decision exclusively with her physician. Again, this conclusion is supported by precedents because virtually all lower courts considering the issue have invalidated waiting period requirements.\textsuperscript{326}

Viewing abortion as a private moral judgment compels the rejection of detailed informed consent laws and waiting period requirements. Lower courts have already ruled in this direction; hopefully, the Supreme Court will follow.

**CONCLUSION**

*Roe v. Wade* will soon celebrate its tenth birthday. Is there


\textsuperscript{325} Planned Parenthood League of Massachusetts v. Bellotti, 641 F.2d 1006 (1st Cir. 1981) (physiological characteristics); Charles v. Carey, 627 F.2d 772 (7th Cir. 1980) (physiological characteristics, sensitivity to pain, copy of test results); Freiman v. Ashcroft, 584 F.2d 247 (8th Cir. 1978) (waiver of parental rights); Margaret S. v. Edwards, 488 F. Supp. 181 (E.D. La. 1980) (physiological characteristics, "including, but not limited to . . ."); human life from conception, major surgical procedure, birth control, assistance agencies); Women's Services, P.C. v. Thone, 483 F. Supp. 1022 (D. Neb. 1979) ("reasonably possible medical and mental consequences resulting from an abortion, pregnancy and childbirth"); Wynn v. Scott, 449 F. Supp. 1302 (N.D. Ill. 1978) (physiological characteristics, "such as, but not limited to . . .").

any value, other than academic hindsight, to rethinking the decision or re-evaluating the alternative approaches the Court might have taken? The continuing fervent debate over abortion assures the need for repeated decisions in both the courts and the political arena. A comparative approach, emphasizing the need to rhetorically justify the outcome, can guide both the courts and the legislatures in their future deliberations.

First, it is inevitable that the Supreme Court will have numerous opportunities to reconsider its holding in Roe v. Wade. Perhaps in the context of the Human Life Bill or when science advances the time of viability, the Supreme Court will need to again explain the constitutional status of abortion. For the reasons given above, the Court should explain Roe v. Wade as, ultimately, a decision that abortion is a private moral choice. The trimester divisions and the choice of viability as the time after which abortion can be banned are not integral to Roe v. Wade. Future Supreme Court decisions should be guided by the core thesis of Roe v. Wade: that the right of privacy protects a woman’s decision as to whether or not to terminate her pregnancy. Simply put, the approach advocated in this Article is still possible, even a decade after Roe v. Wade.

Second, the debate in the political arena should be a comparative one. The public debate over abortion should advance past each side merely restating their arguments. Advocates should be required to justify the assumptions and implications of their positions. After such a dialogue, it is likely that the legislatures and the public will realize that it cannot be decided when life begins; that the issue is where in society the abortion decision should be made. That is, it should become evident that there is no rational way to choose a single point, be it conception or viability, after which abortions should not be allowed. Rather, the issue becomes who should decide whether a fetus is to be regarded as a human person. Ultimately, the question to be debated is whether the decision is one of public morals for society to make, or private morals to be left to each individual woman. A debate over this question can be useful in guiding decisions on many other issues where a choice must be made as to whether a decision should be left to the individual or the community.

Finally, it is hoped that the analysis in this Article begins to suggest the importance of evaluating the rhetoric of Supreme
Court decisions. The justifications given for a decision are crucial. Since there is rarely a "right" answer to a constitutional problem, at the very least we can ask whether the Court has adequately justified the approach it has taken. After all, does the Supreme Court have any power other than its ability to persuade other branches of government to go along with judicial decisions? And if all judicial authority is premised on its rhetorical powers, should not analysis begin, especially in considering a controversial case like *Roe v. Wade*, by analyzing that rhetoric?